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Using Sensor Technology to Monitor and Report Vandalized Pipelines
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Abstract—Pipelines transporting gasoline, diesel, crude, and natural gas are periodically subjected to acts of vandalism and sabotage in Nigeria. Unfortunately, vandalized pipelines are not quickly detected; leading to major environmental degradation, and in case of gasoline, to explosion and attendant loss of lives and properties. Since it is nearly impossible for security operatives to monitor large sections of Nigerian national pipelines, it becomes imperative to propose smart solutions which allow monitoring of pipelines using wireless sensors. This paper proposes the use of wireless sensors to monitor acoustics, vibrations and lights emanating from or around targeted pipelines. Sound detection process automatically triggers verification, which involves turning on the sensor to detect pipeline vibration. A night-time mode allows the sensor to equally scan for bright lights which may connote a pipeline on fire. The paper strives to lay a solid foundation for full deployment of actual motes. We propose the use of linear clustering to ensure energy conservation.

Keywords—Pipelines; Motes; Wireless; Sound; Acoustic.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various environmental monitoring projects using wireless sensors successfully demonstrated the ability of sensors to monitor changes in their deployed environment (such as ambience, movement, and stress in concrete) and report findings [6][7][12]. While designing wireless sensors monitoring systems, it is imperative to painstakingly gather environmental data which forms the parameters on which the algorithm controlling each mote will operate. Parameters gathered for our pipeline monitoring project include: (1) pipeline - material (iron, steel etc.), (2) thickness, (3) diameter, (4) normal vibration while conveying crude, gasoline, diesel or liquefied gas, and (5) topography and settlement type through which the pipeline passes (swamp, rivers, forests, underground, villages, towns etc.). Each parameter directly affects the distance, vibration and acoustic velocity, which are important parameters in our proposed project.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are made up of a great number of sensors. These sensors are called sensor nodes, whose main purpose more often than not are to sense, process, and transmit information about the deployed environment or surrounding [5][6][7]. These sensors are usually dispersed in an environment or different location for the purpose of information gathering [3][6]. The acquired information is transmitted to a central sink node so that users could have access remotely through a gateway. A sensor node comprises of either one or more sensors, a signal conditioning unit, an analog to digital conversion module (ADC), a central processing unit (CPU), Memory, a radio transceiver and an energy power supply unit as depicted in Fig. 2 [5][12]. Subject to application or deployment environment, sensors are often protected to guard against physical, chemical, etc. damage.

Sensors nodes can be obtained off-the-shelf in two forms: 1. Generic (general-purpose) nodes and 2. Gateway (bridge) nodes [4]. A generic (general-purpose): the function of this kind of sensor node is to obtain measurements from the environment being monitored [5]. It is often equipped with different mechanisms which are capable of measuring various elements or environmental traits such as light, temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, velocity, acceleration, acoustics, magnetic field, etc. Gateway (bridge): the function of this type of node is to collect information from generic sensors and transmit to the base station. Gateway nodes are equipped with greater processing capability, stronger battery power, and a longer transmission (radio) range [3]. A mixture of generic and gateway nodes are usually set up to create a WSN [3][4].

Our proposed wireless sensor motes can function in two ways:
- As full function device (FFD): The FFD is a midway router whose function is to relay data collected from other devices. It does not require large memory which makes it less expensive to develop. It can function in all WSN topologies and can operate as a coordinator.
- As reduced function device (RFD): This device only transmit its host’s or environment’ physical attributes that is, it just transmits to the network coordinator only; it does not convey data from other devices. It in fact requires less memory than FFD (very little RAM and ROM, no flash); this makes it even cheaper to develop than an FFD. RFD is easier to implement on star topology.

This paper proposes the use of wireless sensors to monitor pipelines by observing parameters such as pipeline acoustics, vibrations and ambience lights around pipelines. Our proposed project conserves energy by eliminating recording of detected acoustics and predictively control mote's wake up and radio usage functionalities. To further conserve energy, we adopted network segmentation through linear clustering [8][10][11][13]. Linear clustering was adopted based on...
research work by Alnuem [13], who demonstrated higher energy consumption when nodes are widely spaced. Figure 2 below illustrates the diverse terrain (swamp, villages, towns, forests, roadside etc) through which Nigerian pipelines are deployed.

Figure 2. Nigerian Pipelines Network

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the state of the art which explores various methods used to monitor pipelines for vandalism, natural disaster, and leakages, while the proposed work, which comprises the system architecture, the mote configuration, the mote deployment, the mote security and the mote/Gateway messaging are discussed and illustrated in Section III. Section IV presents and discusses the simulation results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and points out open research issues and further research works.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Several methods have been devised in order to monitor and report pipeline status. The most common and popular ones includes Acoustic Sensors – this employs acoustic or vibration measurement for pipeline monitoring [2][17][18]. Vision based systems – this is based on PIG (Pipeline Inspection Gauge) which must be inserted into the pipe. It works like image processor or laser scanner which main function is to detect leakages [2][18]. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) based systems – this is best suitable for use on environment with dry soil, but is not good for large network of pipes monitoring [2][17][18]. Fiber optic Sensors - this is suitable for present day pipeline monitoring systems, it can handle most present day pipelines issues, some of its drawbacks is the probability for redundancy and some challenges with deployment [2][13]. Multi modal underground wireless system – this uses low power, as the name implies it is meant for an underground installation, it has the advantage of camouflageing, but one of the disadvantages is that it has to be buried underground, that is a trench has to be created [2][18]. Every single Sensor has a distinctive feature and typical operating condition. Choosing a sensor for pipeline monitoring to a large extent depends on the environment to be deployed and the deployment method.

This research work recommends wireless motes from both MICA series and IRIS (to monitor pipelines and report either ongoing attempts to vandalize sections of a pipeline or to quickly report ruptured pipelines.

Ismail et al. [1] demonstrated the ability of IRIS and MICAz mote to detect and record sounds while eliminating ambient noise levels. Their paper allow a parent mote to assign recording tasks to motes within their cluster.

Lou et al. [17] demonstrated the ability of MICAz to detect and record environmental acoustics using the Microphone on MTS310CA sensor boards.

Kim et al. [18] also show the feasibility of using MICA based mobile wireless sensor with attached RFID in pipe line monitoring and maintenance.

This paper differs from [1][17][18] in the following areas: (1) Detected sound is not recorded. (2) Only very loud sounds triggers verification of sound source. Verification of detected sound is necessary due to the likelihood that certain persistent ambient sounds can trigger sound detection, hence the project introduces additional layers of checks, such as checking for pipeline vibration, detecting temperature and measuring magnetic flow around the pipeline. Finally, a night-time mode of operation allows base station to activate light sensors on deployed FFD motes. This enable FFD motes to detect and report fire around the pipeline. (4) Motes are deployed using “Linear Clustering”. Figure 3 below represents our proposed test environment.

III PROPOSED WORK

This paper recommends using wireless motes to (1) sense ambient sounds, (2) confirm the type of sound by testing pipeline vibration and magnetic flow around monitored pipeline, (3) if operating under night-time mode; check for fire using both temperature and light sensors, (4) finally, the mote sends it's ID to designated base station or sink. MICAz and IRIS are compatible and can use similar sensor boards, since both are equipped with similar 51 pins sensor connector module. However, MEMSIC IRIS has better radio range and a larger memory capacity when compared with previous MICA motes [14].

Figures 4, 5 and 6 below depict deferent kinds of motes for the proposed project.

Figure 4. MICA2

Figure 5. MICAz

Figure 6. IRIS
Each mote has a 51 pin connector interface which allow MTS310CA sensor boards to connect to the mote. The sensing capabilities \cite{14} of MTS310CA sensor board are (1) light detection (2) temperature detection (3) sound detection (4) acceleration and vibration sensing and (5) magnetic field detection \cite{14}.

A. Proposed Mote Configuration

Two kinds of motes will be deployed to achieve proposed objectives, namely motes equipped with MTS310CA sensor boards (also known as full function devices or FFD), and those without the sensor board (known as Reduced Function Devices or RFD).

B. Sound Sensing

Sound sensing triggers other sound verification events in quick succession. This process avoids false alarm and stabilizes system credibility. Hence sound sensing motes must be properly configured to detect sounds above topographical ambience levels. However, setting a high frequency level can force the device not to detect certain frequencies, for example, a large explosion has a frequency of between 20Hz to 50Hz, however, when explosions rips through metal, the frequency increases and can be detected by a sound sensing mote. Another interesting fact about sound is the fixed distance within which generated wavelength can propagate; depending on the velocity. Sound velocity is determined either by environment (temperature) or the composition of the material through which the sound propagates (such as air, water, iron and steel). For example, Given the following values, let us calculate the distance covered by a large explosion through an empty steel pipe:

\[
\text{formula: } \lambda = \frac{v}{f} \\
\text{therefore: } \lambda = \frac{5960}{50} \\
= 199 \text{ meters or } 391.08 \text{ feet}
\]

A knowledge of the distance covered by each sound wavelength influences placement of sound sensing motes. The Table 1 lists the various ambient sounds common along the route of Nigerian pipelines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Decibel</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chain Saw</td>
<td>100 db</td>
<td>2000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirping Bird</td>
<td>5 db</td>
<td>7000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustling Leaves</td>
<td>&gt;2 db</td>
<td>1500 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunshot</td>
<td>&gt;120 db</td>
<td>2000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festive Band</td>
<td>110 db</td>
<td>800-1500 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crying, talking, barking dog</td>
<td>30 – 60 db</td>
<td>250 – 700 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Proposed Motes Deployment

The proposed Motes are deployed in such a way that Full Function Devices are positioned to prevent simultaneous sensing of same sound (due to sound propagation) Figure 3 above. However, in the rare event that it does happen, operators will be able to locate the actual sound source by examining transmitted ID of motes that reported the sound within a linear cluster.

“Linear Clustering” allow a group of Full and Reduced function devices to be either “linearly attached” to surface pipelines or to trees, rocks and other naturally occurring feature over an underground pipeline. Each group/cluster of FFDs and RFDs relay monitoring results to a base station as shown in Figures 7 and 8 below.

![Figure 7. Cluster of FF and RF Devices on a surface pipeline. Cluster will be repeated along total distance of surface pipeline](image)

![Figure 8. Cluster of FF and RF Devices placed on trees along the path of underground pipeline. Cluster will be repeated along total distance of underground pipeline](image)

Distances between Full Function and Reduced Function Devices will be determined by both lowest acoustic worth detecting and the maximum range of wireless broadcast.

Monitoring underground pipeline against vandalism is achieved through constant monitoring of ambience acoustics along underground pipeline deployment route.

Emphasis is laid on monitoring attempts to excavate sections of top soil above underground pipelines. Motes saddled with monitoring these sections will be programmed to detect voices, excavating machinery, chainsaws etc.

As stated earlier, both surface and underground pipelines adopt linear clustering to both enhance communication and minimize power consumption.

However, a stolen or malfunction mote within a cluster will greatly affect transmission of verified attempts on a pipeline.

D. Mote Security

Motes will be required to periodically send identifying information every 72 hours to the base station. Failure to receive such information enable operators to know what motes to replace (either lost to theft, drained batteries, or simply damaged).

E. Mote/Gateway Messaging

Mote’s ability to properly monitor pipelines can be jeopardized if sound sensing motes are not aware of changes in pipeline status. For example, is it empty or is it...
crude, gasoline or diesel flowing through it? Therefore, operators need to inform motes wirelessly when crude is being pumped along pipelines. This enable sound sensing motes to adjust their sound sensing algorithm. We equally propose a night-time mode for FFD sensors, this mode is trigger via a message received from the base station. It allows sensors to include temperature and light sensing during each pipeline monitoring cycle.

Base station operators remotely notify motes regarding both pipeline status and day time/night time status. Pipeline status notifies motes when liquid is being pumped through pipelines or when pipeline are empty. Such notifications enable motes to know what sensors to engage during each sampling process.

Similarly, night time/day time status notification determines the various sensors a mote will utilize during each predetermined round of ambience sampling.

Figure 9. Flow chart represents action to be taken during the day when nothing is being pumped through the pipeline. In TinyOS 0 or false is 1

The process flowchart (above, Fig.9) represents actions to be taken by FFD motes during the day, when pipelines are empty (that is when nothing is being pumped through pipelines). The process flowchart eliminates false “alerts” caused by high frequency sounds such as the chirping of a bird by checking if detected sound lead to pipeline vibration.

A detected pipeline vibration triggers the next action which involves turning on the radio and transmitting sensor’s ID to the base station. Transmitted ID is used by base station operators to identify sensor’s coordinate along the pipeline.

The next process flowchart (Fig. 10) represents algorithm to execute during the day, when pipeline is in use (that is when crude or related products are being pumped through pipelines).

Finally, the next two process flowchart uses light and temperature sensors (in addition to acoustic and accelerometer, (Figures 11 and 12) during nighttime mode to detect acts of vandalism against the pipe.

Figure 10. The flow of crude oil or related product triggers slight vibration

Figure 11. Night time mode operations use up more resources
The process flowchart above (Fig. 11) represents actions to be taken by FFD motes during the night, when pipelines are empty (that is when nothing is being pumped through them). The process flowchart also eliminates false “alerts” caused by high frequency sounds such as the chirping of a bird by checking if detected sound lead to pipeline vibration. Detecting pipeline vibrations triggers the next action which involves turning on the radio and transmitting sensor’s ID to the base station. But this uses light and temperature sensors.

Figure 12. Vibration algorithm will change once liquid is pumped through pipeline

Figure 12 above represents algorithm to execute during the night, when pipeline is in use (that is when crude or related products are being pumped through pipelines). But this also uses light and temperature sensors.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

The pipeline monitoring solution was developed using TinyOS 2.1.2 on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. TinyOS Yeti2 plugin for Eclipse IDE was installed to enable TinyOS software development under Eclipse 3.8. During the course of testing, it was discovered that TOSSIM [9] (TinyOS Simulator), cannot simulate certain hardware features (such as microphone). Hence, Berkley University’s Avrora [10] (The AVR Simulator and Analysis Framework) was downloaded and installed from [16].

Another limitation discovered during the course of simulating the solution is the inability of available simulators to use hardware available on the host computer to emulate certain features of the mote. For example, the computer’s microphone should be used during simulation when a call is made to use Micaz’s acoustic microphone. To overcome this and other limitations, flashing of Micaz’s led was used to simulate the turning on and off of microphones and other sensors.

The solution does not seek to modify the behavior of B-MAC. Rather, it simply recommend keeping the radio on FFD turned off until needed.

Project workability is the primary goal of using wireless sensors to monitor pipelines in Nigeria. Nonetheless, simulating energy dissipation rate of deployed motes goes a long way to guide future power pack design and deployment plans.

The energy dissipation graphs of the simulation are shown below (Figures 13 and 14). Both solutions dissipate equal energy during FFD transmissions. However, our proposed solution (Figure 14) will dissipate less energy overtime since radio usage (that is turning the radio on and off) is predetermined by the presence of sound.

Nonetheless, periodic turning on of mote’s microphone, accelerometer and temperature sensors will most likely negates intended energy gained from periodic usage of FFD’s radio.

Our proposed solution reduced collusion and lost as a result of delays which can be attributed to the need to verify detected sound before reporting.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has proposed the use of wireless sensors to monitor acoustics, vibrations and lights emanating from or around targeted pipelines. Motes are best positioned to achieve 24/7 surveillance of oil pipelines. However, this will only materialize through adequate planning and deployment strategy. Planning includes combination of hardware and software options, to boost performance and to ensure energy sufficiency.

We believe adding imaging ability will further enhance the project. This involves using concealed cameras which can communicate with Micaz, Mica2 and IRIS motes by capturing and sending low quality images of areas which Base station operators wish to see.

Moreover, additional work needs to be done on mote simulators. Especially in the area of emulating mote hardware by integrating into host’s devices. For example, a call to a mote to turn on its microphone should equally turn on the microphone of the PC on which the mote is executing. Avrora simulator returns identical energy consumption values for yellow, green and blue LEDS during simulation, hence it was impossible to simulate light sensor using the three available LEDS. Finally, due to a tight budget, we could not deploy motes in a physical environment, we therefore recommend that further research work on this experiment should be conducted using methods outlined in this project.
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Abstract—Network intrusion detection system (NIDS) is mainly designed to monitor the malicious packets spreading on the Internet. With pre-defined virus signatures called patterns, NIDS can find out whether these pre-defined patterns exist in the packet's payload. GPU can be used to effectively accelerate pattern matching process due to abundant parallel hardware threads. In this paper, we propose a constrained NFA (CNFA) scheme to store complex regular expressions in limited memory of GPU effectively. CNFA is constructed from the original NFA based on the subset construction algorithm that converts NFA to DFA. Compared to original NFA and DFA, CNFA imposes a constraint that each state can only have at most two transitions (self-loop and non-self-loop) for each character. Based on our experimental results, CNFA can achieve the performance of about 100 Gbps for one of the tested rule sets on GPU. Also, CNFA only needs 18% of memory needed in iNFAnt. In addition, CNFA can be used for more complex rule sets that is not possible to be implemented in iNFAnt.

Keywords—Deep Packet Inspection; DFA; NFA; GPU; Pattern Matching; Regular expression.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the popularity of the Internet, Internet traffic increases exponentially. Network security has become a significant issue because more malicious attacks, such as malwares and viruses, have spread on the Internet. Traditional protections, such as firewalls, have been inadequate to protect our computers. Instead, Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) has been diffusely used to maintain the security of network activities. The main task of NIDS is to examine the payload of each input packet to find out whether or not the packet contains suspicious contents based on the pre-defined rules. If there are some suspicious contents contained in the input packet, NIDS reports all occurrences of these suspicious contents associated with the matched rules.

In computer science, pattern matching algorithms are used to check a given text of tokens for the presence of the constituents of some patterns. In other words, we often utilize the idea of pattern matching to develop the NIDS. According to different forms of rules, pattern matching is divided into string and regular expression matching. For regular expression matching, most people implement finite state machine, such as non-deterministic (NFA) and deterministic (DFA) finite automata, to perform the matching operations. We can first translate a regular expression into a parse tree and use one of these algorithms, which contain Thompson [10] and Glushkov [3] algorithms, to build a NFA on the basis of the parse tree. We can even transform the NFA into an equivalent DFA. With the rapid expansion of networks, traditional software-based approaches are not able to satisfy these demands. A lot of researches attempt to improve the performance of pattern matching on different devices. For example, Baker and Prasanna [11] proposed variants version of KMP algorithm and implement on FPGA. Zha and Sahni [12] and Lin et al. [13] proposed a Parallel Failureless-AC (PFAC) algorithm that uses Computer Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) to implement modified version of AC algorithm on GPU which NVIDIA corporation produces. PFAC is the simple version of AC algorithm but suitable for GPU. PFAC effectively streamlines AC algorithm by utilizing massive threads of GPU. The main idea of PFAC is to assign each thread to process input stream at the corresponded position of stream. Each thread accesses the same goto function whose initial state has no self-loop. In the above hardware, GPU has high scalability and low overhead. When we choose CUDA as our programing language, implementing General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) becomes an easy work.

In this paper, we propose our scheme which decreases memory consumption of the original NFA and utilizes SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) of GPU to accelerate NFA’s searching procedure to get the better performance. In our experiment, we can reach performance around 6 Gbps at worst case.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related work. In Section III, gives a detailed description of the proposed scheme. Section IV outlines the implementation on GPU. Section V presents the experimental results that are compared to the existing GPU implementation called iNFAnt [1]. Finally, our conclusions are stated in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In this paper, we focus on regular expressions that can specify a finite set of strings mainly used in pattern matching. Traditional software-based approaches are unable to meet the performance requirement of the NIDS. Several researches have attempted to improve the performance by using GPU. There is a GPU-based parallel regular expression matching engine, iNFAnt [1]. iNFAnt adopts NFA to support a very large complex rule set that are otherwise hard to solve. iNFAnt is explicitly designed and developed for running on
GPU consisting of a large number of threads. This parallelism is exploited to handle NFA and to process multiple packets at once, thus get better performance.

Compared to traditional NFA, iNFAnt adopts a character-first representation for state transition graph. The character-first representation keeps a list of transitions that will be triggered by each of the 256 characters. This list can grow very large so it must be stored in global memory of GPU, together with an ancillary data structure that records the index in character-first transition table for the first transition of each character in order to perform easy random lookups. Figure 1 illustrates an example of iNFAnt.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Pattern matching for regular expressions (RegEx) patterns is performed by searching a finite state automata (FSA) built from these patterns. Researchers are familiar with non-deterministic (NFA) and deterministic (DFA) finite automata. Automata theory confirms that both NFA and DFA are true in terms of expressiveness, but their practical properties like memory requirement and number of active states are much different. According to automata theory, each state in NFA may transit to zero or more states after processing an input character. Furthermore, each state in NFA may also transit to zero or more states without processing any input character, which we call ε-transition. Different from NFA, each state in DFA transits to only one state for an input symbol. DFA is faster than NFA because only one active state exists in any cycle. However, DFA is less memory-efficient than NFA because it requires a lot of memory to store the transition table. NFA suffers from a higher cost to traverse many states per input character but it requires much less memory than DFA. For some complicated regular expressions, it may not be possible to build the corresponding DFAs because the required memory may exceed the amount of memory that a computer can support. In order to store large RegEx sets in a scant amount of memory, we choose the architecture of NFA.

Our proposed scheme is inspired by the subset construction algorithm that converts NFA to DFA. As we know that all NFAs can be converted into equivalent DFAs by using the subset construction algorithm [2]. It is well known that complex syntaxes like ".*" and "[^\r\n]*" in RegEx lead to so-called state space explosion in DFA because a state in DFA is associated with a subset of states in NFA and most subsets contain the NFA states that are originated from these complex syntaxes. One of the advantages of subset construction algorithm is that many different states generated from the same prefix of different rules are merged and so some different transitions labeled with the same character are merged into the same transition. Consider two rules "ABCD*E" and "ABC.*E" whose NFA and DFA are shown in Figure 2. Transitions (state 0 \rightarrow state 1) and (state 0 \rightarrow state 5) in NFA are transformed into the transition (state {0} \rightarrow state {0, 1, 5}) in DFA. The reason is that these two patterns have the same prefix "A" and thus reduces some redundant states and transitions in NFA. Obviously, the DFA in Figure 2(b) is more complex than the NFA in Figure 2(a). States 0 and 7 in NFA exist in most subsets of DFA due to ".*" syntax. This is the disadvantage that makes the number of DFA states blow up. Besides, we also observe that states 1 and 5 (or 2 and 6) in NFA exist in the same subsets of DFA. Reducing redundant states can mitigate the process of updating active states in NFA. And less transitions in NFA can lead to a better throughput. In order to utilize the observations described above, we propose a new NFA called constrained NFA (CNFA) that considers the regular expressions containing the syntax of ".*" and counters.

To show the proposed CNFA and original NFA, we use a simple rule set example containing two rules, "ABCD*E" and "ABC.*E", in Figure 2 and explain the difference between them. Assume that character set only includes A, B,
C, D and E. The proposed CNFA is shown in Figure 2(c). It is obvious that the proposed CNFA has fewer states than NFA. Because we merge some states in NFA, we can get multiple matched rules in final states of the proposed CNFA.

We will first illustrate the procedure of converting NFA to CNFA. Table 1 lists some definitions of our CNFA constructing algorithm to help us understand the converting procedure. Figure 3 shows the pseudo code of the converting CNFA construction algorithm. Figure 4 show the NFA and CNFA for rule set \{ABCD*E, ABC.*E, CDEA+C, CDE.*C\} and \( \Sigma = \{A, B, C, D, E\} \). Table 2 shows the complete list of \( S_i \) and the associated \( \Phi(i) \) Figure 4(b). For example, S0 is the initial state in NFA, S5 denotes that the state 5 in CNFA is equivalent to a set of corresponding NFA states where \( \Phi(S_5) = \{S3, S7\} \). According to line 1 of the pseudo code, we add the initial state of the proposed CNFA. Because NFA has no \( \epsilon \)-transitions, \( \Phi(0') \) is set to \{S0\}. From lines 2-15, we process each CNFA state \( S_i \) and add accessible transitions labeled with the character \( \alpha \) from \( S_i \) to Stmp' that is the temporary state of CNFA during the conversion. Unlike the subset construction algorithm [2], we divided the process of computing accessible transitions from a state to its next state into two parts, the self-loop transition and the non-self-loop transition for each state in \( \Phi(i) \). In lines 4-8, we add an accessible non-self-loop transition \( S_i \) to Stmp' labeled with character \( \alpha \). In lines 9-13, the same codes are performed for self-loop transition. In line 4, function Extract-NonSelfLoop-States(\( \Phi(i) \), \( \alpha \)) collects all the states \( j \) from non-self-loop transitions \( i \rightarrow j \) with label \( \alpha \) in the original NFA for \( i \in \Phi(i) \). In other words, it computes a set of NFA states that can be reached from one of the NFA states in \( \Phi(i) \) by a non-self-loop transition with label \( \alpha \). Similarly, function Extract-SelfLoop-States(\( \Phi(i) \), \( \alpha \)) collects all the states \( j \) (i.e, \( \Phi(tmp') \)) from self-loop transitions \( i \rightarrow j \) with label \( \alpha \) in the original NFA for \( i \in \Phi(i) \). As a result, we obtain the full table of the proposed CNFA except the information of final states. Therefore, in line 16-20, we mark the final states of CNFA based on the information of final states in the original NFA. Here we will give a graphic example of converting NFA to CNFA in Figure 4 by using rule set containing rules “ABCD*E”, “ABC.*E”, “CDEA+C” and “CDE.*C”. Notice that NFA is constructed according to Glushkov algorithm [3]. In this paper, we will also use the character-first format to store the transition table of the proposed CNFA.

A. Compression by Default State

Before describing the details of the proposed compression schemes, we analyze the number of transitions for the NFA states based on Snort534 [4]. We observe that most characters have a large constant number of transitions. Every character appears to be the transition symbol for at least 200 transitions. In other words, a source state has more different transitions to the same destination state. This appearance takes place due to overlapping syntaxes such as “.” and “[^\^\r\n]”. As a result, based on character-first data structure for transition table, more memory is required. In order to reduce the number of transitions per symbol for character-first for transition table, we record default transition for each state by using a simple traditional state-first transition table. Take the CNFA in Figure 4(b) as an example. The character-first transition table is shown in Figure 5(a). We build a default state table (DST) in Figure 5(b) including four fields, the default next state of each state, default character and don’t care character of the default transition, and the compliment flag. If don’t-care character bit is 0, the default transition follows the default character. Otherwise, the default transition is unconditional, i.e., the default transition is taken no matter what the input character is. If the complement flag is set to 1 and the default character is C, the default transition will follow the symbol ‘^C’ (i.e., any character other than C).

B. Counter

As far as we know, counter is used to solve repetitions of RegEx. In terms of data structure, we store the information of repetition in a table which keeps a list of counter pairs (min, max) for every state. Therefore, the proposed CNFA construction algorithm has to be modified. As shown in Figure 6(a), the reachable NFA states, \( \Phi(tmp') \), from any state in \( \Phi(i) \) returned by functions Extract-SelfLoop-States() and Extract-NonSelfLoop-States() need further process to consider the repetition conditions. What we do is to divide \( \Phi(tmp') \) into several groups based on the repetition conditions performed by function UpdateCNFA(). Lines 2-5 of UpdateCNFA() in Figure 6(b) are responsible for grouping based on the repetition conditions. GroupRepState() function divides \( \Phi(tmp') \) into several groups when \( \Phi(i) \) of current \( S_i \) does not contain a repetition state of NFA. IdentifyLeafRep() function that is similar to GroupRepState() divides \( \Phi(tmp') \) into two groups, one for the CNFA state leaving the repetition and the other for the CNFA state continuing the repetition when current \( S_i \) is a repetition state.

---

**TABLE 1. DEFINITIONS OF CNFA CONSTRUCTING ALGORITHM.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S_i, (S_i) )</td>
<td>State ( i ) in NFA (State ( i' ) in CNFA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Phi(i) )</td>
<td>NFA states associated with state ( i' ) in CNFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Sigma )</td>
<td>The character set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Convert_NFA_to_CNFA (NFA)**

- 01 \( \text{CNFA} = \{0'\} \) and \( \Phi(0') = \{S_0\}; tmp' = 1; \)
- 02 for each non-processed state \( i \) in CNFA \{  
  - 03 for each \( \alpha \) in \( \Sigma \) \{  
  - 04 \( \Phi(tmp') = \text{Extract-NonSelfLoop-States}(\Phi(i'), \alpha); \)
  - 05 if \( (S_{tmp} \notin \text{CNFA}) \text{CNFA} = \text{CNFA} + S_{tmp}; tmp' = 1; \)
  - 06 add a transition \( S_i \) to \( S_{tmp} \) labeled with \( \alpha; \)
  - 07 \( \Phi(tmp') = \text{Extract-SelfLoop-States}(\Phi(i'), \alpha); \)
  - 08 if \( (S_{tmp} \notin \text{CNFA}) \text{CNFA} = \text{CNFA} + S_{tmp}; tmp' = 1; \)
  - 09 add a transition \( S_i \) to \( S_{tmp} \) labeled with \( \alpha; \)  
  \}  
- 11 for each state \( i \) in CNFA  
- 12 if (any \( S_s \in \Phi(i) \) is a final state in the NFA)  
- 13 Set \( S_s \) as final state in CNFA;  
- 14 return CNFA;  

Figure 3. Pseudo code of constructing CNFA.
IV. GPU IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we will emphasize how to parallelize the general purpose procedure. First, all threads in the same block initialize and update the active state list together. Second, we also exploit parallelism that GPU offers to accelerate. We select valid transitions for the current symbol and all threads in the same block averagely sharing the workloads. Similarly, we use parallelism to speed up the process that access Default State Table when the design architecture contains Default State.

According to different requirements, we first consider that transition table, the default state table and then counters should be stored in suitable type of memory space. Because these tables need larger memory space and every task reads the same data structure, we choose global memory and texture memory that can be read by all threads on GPU. How large is texture memory is dependent on the size of global memory and texture memory is cached on chip. In some situations, texture memory will provide higher effective bandwidth by reducing memory requests to off-chip DRAM. So we store our tables in texture memory.

Furthermore, we have to find out memory space suitable for input streams. If input streams assigned in a block can be stored in enough shared memory, we will choose this storing mode. Because shared memory is faster than other memory spaces except register. And the famous problem of using shared memory is bank conflict. In order to get higher bandwidth, shared memory is divided into memory modules which are the same memory size when parallelizing memory accesses. The memory module is named as bank and different banks can be accessed at the same time. When all 16 threads of half-warp access the same memory address in the same bank, shared memory adopt the broadcast mode to respond requirements of half-warp. So we don’t have bank conflict because all threads on the GPU read a character of the input stream from shared memory at every cycle.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Our experiments are based on three rule sets and we compare throughput and memory consumption with iNFAnt [1]. Moreover, we show the comparison of throughput and memory consumption with different compressed schemes. And also we show that the influence on throughput by workload per block.

All experiments were performed using a 4-core Intel Core i5-650 machine running at 3.2 GHz with 8 GB of RAM. GPU tests were implemented on the same platform equipped with one graphic card which is NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770. The GPU has 2 GB of RAM and 8 multiprocessors clocked at 1.11 GHz, and its compute capability is version 3.0. Though the GPU supports PCI-E 3.0, the motherboard on our PC supports only PCI-E 2.0. Finally, we install Ubuntu 12.04.4 LTS x64 on the PC.

In our experiments, we use 2 rule sets which is taken from iNFAnt [1] and an additional rule set to finish our experiments. The first rule set, Snort534, taken from [4] is composed of 534 regular expressions. Snort534 can be partitioned into subsets that share an initial part while the tails differ. The second rule set, L7-filter, is from the L7 traffic classifier [5] and consists of 115 regular expressions. L7-filter is a very complex and irregular rule set where no
special properties or common prefixes can be exploited. Because of these same rule sets, these comparisons between iNFAnt and the proposed CNFA deserve to be a reference. Finally, we also take an additional rule set which is Emerging Threats [6] Open optimized for Suricata [7] because previous two rule sets don’t have complex regular expressions with repetitions. Table 4 shows feature of these rule sets.

We compare the memory consumption of the proposed CNFA with iNFAnt [1] by using different rule sets. In addition, we also show the difference between these compressed schemes we proposed. Table 5 shows the comparison results for Snort534, L7-filter, and Suricata. Because there is no syntax of repetition in Snort534, L7-filter, the comparison has no experimental data of Counter scheme. We find out that CNFA decreases around 60% of memory consumption needed by iNFAnt for L7-filter, but less than 1% of memory needed by iNFAnt for L7-filter. The reason is that Snort534 has many common prefixes between different rules but L7-filter is a complex and irregular rule set where no special properties or common prefixes can be utilized. Compared to Snort534 and L7-filter, rule set Suricata has complex repetitions. Due to complex repetition conditions, the complete data structures of iNFAnt [1], as well as CNFA without Counter scheme cannot be built for Suricata. So Table 5(c) shows only experimental data of CNFA with Counter scheme and CNFA with Counter scheme and the default state table.

In Figure 7, we show the throughputs of iNFAnt compared with CNFA and CNFA with Default State Table. The difference between these two figures is that one uses our ClamAV-based [8] synthesis and the other utilizes eth0 taken from Defcon [9]. In Figure 7(c), we use Suricata to build our finite state machine, but the data structure of iNFAnt can’t be built due to insufficient memory on the device. So we only show the performance of CNFA with counter scheme.

Finally, we test iNFAnt [1] and our proposed CNFA by controlling the number of tasks per block. We test the two input traces with rule set Snort534. Figure 8 shows the throughputs. We discover that increasing the number of tasks doesn’t evidently accelerate the searching speed of iNFAnt [1]. The proposed CNFA gets most performance gain when the number of tasks is four.

(a) Algorithm Convert_NFA_to_CNFA_counter.

(b) Algorithm UpdateNFAout.

Figure 6. Pseudo code of the proposed CNFA construction.
TABLE 4. DETAILS OF RULE SETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>534</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

common prefixes | complex, irregular, and no common prefixes | similar to snort and complex repetition

![Figure 8. Performances of different number of tasks.](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a scheme on GPU with efficient utilization of memory space to avoid the so-called state space explosion. The main for searching is that we assign each block on GPU to process appropriate amount of tasks. And we utilize massive amount of threads to accelerate the process of finding possible transitions to next states. Compared to iNFAnt [1], our scheme does not increase the complexity of NFA searching but accelerate the searching procedure because it can decrease the number of states for most rule sets. And we assign each thread to be responsible for number of tasks and avoid latency of block switch.

By utilizing the same rule set, our method can reach 101.94 Gbps for one of the tested rule sets. With our compression scheme, we need 18% of iNFAnt’s memory usage with the same rule set. Besides, we proposed the architecture for counters to slow down state space explosion which is caused by repetitions. The proposed CNFA scheme obviously slows down our performance and we can construct the complete search data structure for more complex rule sets that is not possible for iNFAnt.
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TABLE 5. MEMORY (KB) CONSUMED by iNFANT, CNFA, AND CNFA WITH DEFAULT STATE (denoted by CNFAde).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>iNFAnt</th>
<th>CNFA</th>
<th>CNFAde</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of states</td>
<td>5496</td>
<td>5471</td>
<td>5454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of transitions</td>
<td>1,400,594</td>
<td>1,397,104</td>
<td>1,397,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>627.6</td>
<td>233.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DST</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match Table</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match List Flag</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>685.5</td>
<td>274.9</td>
<td>125.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio over iNFAnt</td>
<td>x1.0</td>
<td>x0.40</td>
<td>x0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Snort534 with no repetition syntax.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CNFA</th>
<th>CNFAde</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of states</td>
<td>27,574</td>
<td>27,574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of transitions</td>
<td>423,501</td>
<td>413,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>107.7</td>
<td>107.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DST</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>353.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition Table</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Table</td>
<td>1876.6</td>
<td>1876.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched List Flag</td>
<td>738.5</td>
<td>738.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5496</td>
<td>5454.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio over iNFAnt</td>
<td>x1.0</td>
<td>x0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) L7-filter with no repetition syntax.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CNFA</th>
<th>CNFAde</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of states</td>
<td>27,574</td>
<td>27,574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of transitions</td>
<td>423,501</td>
<td>413,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>107.7</td>
<td>107.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DST</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>353.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Table</td>
<td>1876.6</td>
<td>1876.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched List Flag</td>
<td>738.5</td>
<td>738.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5496</td>
<td>5454.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio over iNFAnt</td>
<td>x1.0</td>
<td>x0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Suricata with repetition syntax.
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Abstract—The performance anomaly is one of well-known performance problems in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs (WLANs). It reduces the throughput of all stations managed by one access point when some of them use low data rates even if the others use high rates. In the recent WLANs, such as 802.11n WLAN, providing higher data rates than the legacy ones, the performance degradation due to the performance anomaly may give larger impacts. In the previous paper, we showed the evaluations of the performance anomaly for UDP and TCP flows over 802.11n WLAN. The results show that, although the performance anomaly occurs for UDP flows, the situation is different for TCP flows. This paper presents more detailed experimental performance study on the performance anomaly for download TCP flows analyzing the throughput, the congestion window size (cwnd) and the round trip time (RTT). It concludes that, although the throughput degrades where there are low data rate stations, the so called performance anomaly does not occur in download TCP flows.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a variety of equipment based on IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard [1], such as smart phones, tablets and notebooks, are widely deployed. When a number of stations access to one WLAN access point, they suffer from several kinds of performance problems. Among them, the performance anomaly [2][3] is a well-known problem. When some stations are located far from their access point and others are near it, the performance of the near stations is degraded to that of far located stations. This is caused by the fair assignment of channel access based on the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) principle, and the multiple Media Access Control (MAC) level data rate support. Those allow stations with low bit rate to capture the channel for a long time, and penalizes other stations with higher data rates.

Nowadays, 802.11n [1] is one of most widely adopted IEEE WLAN standards. It establishes high speed data transfer using the higher data rate support (e.g., 150 Mbps), the frame aggregation in Aggregated MAC Protocol Data Unit (A-MPDU) and the Block Acknowledgment mechanism. In spite of those improvements, 802.11n standard does not resolve the performance anomaly. So, the performance degradation by the performance anomaly will give larger impacts than the legacy standards.

There are few papers describing the performance anomaly in IEEE 802.11n WLANs. Abu-Sharkh and Abdelhadi [4] reports that the performance anomaly still exists in 802.11n WLANs. It describes the results of the upload TCP data transfer focusing on the A-MPDU function. Our previous paper [5] shows the results of examining performance anomaly in UDP and TCP download data transfer. It describes that the performance anomaly surely occurs in UDP flows, but there may be only performance degradation in download TCP flows even in near and far located stations coexist.

This paper presents more detailed experimental performance analysis on the performance anomaly for download TCP flows. The feature of our analysis is as follows.

- During a TCP flow, the time variation of the throughput, cwnd and RTT are examined in detail, instead checking their average values.
- From the cwnd and RTT values, the traffic load to the access point is estimated, and it is compared with the actual MAC level data rate.
- The experiments with two stations and with four stations are performed.
- The commercially available access point is used with installing the firmware provided by the OpenWRT project [6]. This allows us to obtain various MAC level performance metrics and to adopt different queue management schemes at the access point.

The rest of this paper consists of the following sections. Section 2 shows the experimental settings. Sections 3 and 4 describe the results of the two station and four station experiments, respectively. In the end, Section 5 gives the conclusions of this paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of our experiment. Up to four stations (STAs) conforming to 802.11n with 5GHz band are associated with one access point, which is connected with a server through 1Gbps Ethernet. Some STAs are located at a near position to the access point, and another STA is located in various positions in the experiment.

The detailed specifications of stations and the access point are shown in Table 1. We use commercially available notebooks and access point in the experiment. As described above, we use the access point firmware provided by the OpenWRT project. By using this firmware, we can obtain several performance metrics in the access point described below.

By use of the OpenWRT firmware, we can configure the queue management schemes used in the access point. It supports the following schemes.

- FIFO: A scheme to use one queue to store all frames being sent by the access point.
CoDel [7]: An active queue management scheme designed to resolve the Bufferbloat problem [8]. It uses packet-sojourn time in a queue as a control parameter, and drops one packet among those staying in the queue too long.

Stochastic Fare Queueing (SFQ): A scheme to provide a separate queue for packets of an individual flow.

FQ_CoDel: A scheme which combines SFQ and CoDel. In OpenWRT, FQ_CoDel is the default queue management scheme.

In the experiment, we used all those queueing management schemes for the performance evaluation.

The access point uses two streams in the spatial division multiplexing with each channel using 60 MHz bandwidth, and, as a result, the data rate ranges from 6.5 Mbps to 300 Mbps.

In the experiment, data is transferred from the server to two or four stations through the access point. The server uses iperf tool [9] to generate TCP data segments. As for TCP parameter settings, we used the native ones in the Linux operating system. Specifically, the TCP version is CUBIC TCP.

During the data transfer, the following performance metrics data are collected for the detailed analysis for the communication:

- MAC level data rate (an average during one second, collected at the access point for individual A-MPDUs from the ath9k device driver [10]),
- the number of MPDUs per A-MPDU (an average during one second, collected at the access point for individual A-MPDUs from the device driver),
- TCP throughput (an average during one second, measured at the server by use of tcpdump),
- cwnd (an average during one second, measured at the server for every data segment sent by use of tcpprobe [11]), and
- TCP level RTT (an average during one second, measured at the server for every ACK segment received).

From measured cwnd and RTT values, we calculate the estimated TCP load by the following equation.

\[
\text{Estimated load (Mbps)} = \frac{\text{cwnd} \times 1,500 \times 8}{\text{RTT} \times 1,000,000}
\]  
(1)

The experiment is conducted in a building constructed with reinforced concrete. Fig. 2 shows the layout inside the building and the positions of network equipment. The thick black line represents the exterior wall of the building and the thin black line represents the interior wall, which is made from wood.

In the case of two station experiment, the black circles named “AP” and “STA1” correspond to the positions of the access point and the near station, STA1, respectively. These are fixed throughout the experiment. The black circles named “Position0” through “Position7” represent the positions of the far station, STA2. It is located in one of these eight positions in the experiment.

In four station experiment, three stations, STA1 through STA3, are located at position “STA1” and the other station, STA4, is located at one of positions from “Position0” to “Position7.”

III. RESULTS FOR TWO STATION EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Scheme

In the two station experiment, we measured the performance of TCP data transfer from the server to the stations, by changing the position of STA2 and the queue management scheme in the access point. For each STA2 position and queue scheme, we executed three experiment runs, each of which is 120 second TCP data transfer.
B. Overall Results

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the position of STA2 (“PS” in the figure means “Position”) and the average of MAC level data rate of STA1 and STA2. STA1 located near the access point keeps high data rate around 250 Mbps. On the contrary, the average data rate of STA2 decreases along with its location being far away from the access point. More specifically, the data rate of STA2 takes a similar value for Position3 and Position4, and Position6 and Position7. Fig. 3 is the result when the FIFO queue management scheme is used at the access point. The cases when the other schemes are used showed similar results. In the rest of this paper, the position of STA2 (far located station) is represented its average data rate.

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the STA2 average data rate and the average TCP throughput (average values throughout three experimental runs). In this graph, solid lines indicate the results of STA1 and dashed lines indicate those of STA2, and the color of lines corresponds to the individual queue management scheme. The TCP throughput of not only STA2 but also STA1 decreases as the position of STA2 becomes far from the access point. There was no difference among the queue management schemes in the access point.

Fig. 5 (a) shows the average cwnd versus the STA2 average data rate. In this case, the results largely depend on the queue management schemes. In FIFO, the average cwnd is large and varied from 1 to 900 packets. In SFQ, the queue length for an individual flow is limited to 127 packets, and this in turn limits the cwnd. CoDel and FQ_CoDel drop packets which stay in the queue for a long time, and so the cwnd is suppressed. In all queue schemes, the average cwnd is small when STA2 is located at Position0 and Position7. In this situation, there seems to be a lot of packet losses in both STA1 and STA2 TCP flows.

Fig. 5 (b) shows the average TCP level RTT versus the STA2 average data rate. Here, the results also depend on the queue management scheme. Especially, FIFO has a large RTT compared to the other schemes. In FIFO, both cwnd and RTT are larger than the others, but, since both of them are larger in the similar magnitude, the throughput is also similar with the others.

We consider that the overall results are not enough to explain the results for TCP flows. So, we explain the detailed analysis below.

C. Detailed Results

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show the time variation of TCP throughput of STA1 and STA2 when STA2 is located at Position0, Position 4 and Position7, respectively. Those results are obtained by use of FIFO at the access point.

When STA2 is located at Position0, the TCP throughput of STA1 and STA2 varies around 50 Mbps. Throughout 120 sec. data transfer, two stations provide high TCP throughput. In the time frames from 50 sec. to 70 sec. and after 90 sec., the...
TCP throughput of STA1 is higher, and between 70 sec. and 90 sec., STA2 provides higher throughput. It can be said that two stations conflict for the WLAN channel rather fairly.

When STA2 is located at Position4, the TCP throughput of STA1 is 40 Mbps through 60 Mbps in the beginning, but it falls down in 10 sec. through 20 sec. It grows to 80 Mbps again, but after that, it decreases gradually to the value similar to STA2. In the case of STA2, the TCP throughput is less than 20 Mbps.

When STA2 is located at Position7, the TCP throughput of STA2 is very low and around 1 Mbps. The throughput of STA1 is lower than 20 Mbps in most of time, but is as high as 80 Mbps around 60 sec.

Throughout those experimental runs, the MAC level data rate is almost constant both for STA1 and STA2. On the other hand, the TCP throughput, especially that of the near station, fluctuates largely. When STA2 is located at Position7, the throughput of STA1 is lower than the other cases, but it has a time frame when the throughput is high.

In order to examine the reason of this fluctuation, Figs. 9 and 10 show the time variation of cwnd and RTT, when STA2 is located at Position4 and Position7, respectively. In Fig. 8, the cwnd of STA1 decreases sharply at 10 sec., goes to 1000 packets and then decreases gradually. The cwnd of STA2 is around 200 packets until 20 sec., but it decreases sharply and then it is going up gradually. These results show that the variation of cwnd is closely related with the variation of TCP throughput. On the other hand, the time variation of RTT has a frequent fluctuation but the value is smaller than 300 m sec. in most of time. Fig. 10 gives similar results. The graph of the time variation of cwnd is similar with that of the TCP throughput. The RTT values are also less than 300 m sec. in most of time. From those results, it can be decided the TCP throughput of STA1 is determined by the time variation of cwnd, which is decreased by packet losses.

In the previous paper [5], we showed that the performance anomaly occurs in UDP flows when the UDP traffic load to far located station is larger than its MAC level data rate. So, we calculated the estimated TCP load from equation (1) using the results given in Figs. 9 and 10. Figs. 11 and 12 show the time variation of the estimated TCP load and the data rate in STA2 when it is located at Position4 and Position7, respectively. Those results indicate that the estimated load is much smaller than the MAC level data rate. That is, the traffic...
Therefore, it can be concluded that, in the case of TCP download data transfer, the performance anomaly does not occur in a strict sense. That is, the throughput of a near station is not reduced to the similar value of a far located station. The reason the throughput is degraded is that the cwnd value in a near station is decreased due to packet losses.

So far, we used the FIFO queue management scheme at the access point. We also tried the other queue management schemes; CoDel, SFQ and FQ_CoDel. Although the cwnd values in STA1 and STA2 are smaller than the case in FIFO, we had a similar trend that the estimated TCP load to STA2 is much smaller than its MAC level data rate.

IV. RESULTS FOR FOUR STATION EXPERIMENT

Next, we conducted a similar experiment using four stations. As described in Section 2, we used the configuration where three stations, STA1 through STA3, are located at STA1’s position so far and the other station, STA4, is located at one of positions “Position0” through “Position7.” Similarly with the two station experiment, we use the average data rate of STA4 to represent its position.

Fig. 13 shows the relationship between the position of STA4 and the average of MAC level data rate of STA1 through STA4. The average data rate of STA4 decreases along with its location being far away from the access point. On the other hand, the average data rate of STA1, STA2 and STA3 located near to the access point is rather high, such as 250 Mbps or higher, except that STA2 sometimes takes 150 Mbps or 200 Mbps average data rate. This is the result when the FIFO queue management scheme is used. The cases when the other schemes are used showed similar results. Similarly with the two station experiment, we use the average data rate of STA4 to represent its position.

Fig. 14 (b) shows the average cwnd of all stations versus the STA4 average data rate. In the four station experiment, the cwnd values are similar among all the stations including STA4, although cwnd of STA4 is slightly reduced when its average data rate is smaller than 50 Mbps. The values are between 200 and 350 packets, which are smaller than the two station experiment, and this means that there are more packet losses and more cwnd drops than the two station case.
that for STA4 increases when its average data rate becomes small. This increase of RTT is considered as the reason of the average TCP throughput of STA4 being decreased in the small STA4 data rate.

In summary, in the situation where three near stations and one far station share an access point, the TCP download data transfer in the near stations is not influenced by that of the far station. The impact of far station is smaller than the situation where one near station and one far station exist. This is different from the results stated in [4].

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper discussed the performance anomaly of TCP flows providing download data transfer over IEEE 802.11n WLAN. We conducted two station and four station experiments, where one of the stations is located far from the access point. We used a commercially available access point using four queuing management schemes in it. We measured several performance metrics including the MAC level data rate, the number of MPDUs aggregated in an A-MPDU, the TCP throughput, the congestion window size, and the TCP level round trip time.

In the two station experiment, the TCP throughput of the near station is degraded along with the distance between the far station and the access point increasing. However, we conclude that this is not the performance anomaly in a strict sense. The reason is that the estimated TCP load to the far station is much lower than its MAC level data rate. Instead, we conclude that the throughput degradation comes from the decrease of the congestion window size caused by packet losses.

In the case of four station experiment, the degradation of the TCP throughput of near stations was smaller than the two station experiment. This means that the data transfer to the far station gives only a small impact to the near stations. This will be also the evidence that the performance anomaly does not occur in the TCP flows.

As for the queue management scheme, there was only a little influence in terms of TCP throughput. We also conducted an experiment using the native firmware of the access point and obtained the similar results.
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Abstract—We present an extent-based allocation scheme for hybrid storage solutions, called MatBall (Matrix and extent-based allocation), whose objective is to increase space utilization of SSD (Solid State Device) partition in the hybrid file system by reducing fragmentation overhead. In MatBall, to consume the remaining spaces as much as possible posterior to file allocations, I/O units (extents) of the hybrid file system are recursively partitioned into segments in the subsequent level and further file allocations are performed in units of the partitioned segments. Since MatBall defines easy-to-compute segment sizes and block positions in I/O units, allocating more files in the remaining spaces can be performed with a little overhead. The performance measurement with IOzone shows that the hybrid file system using MatBall enables to produce higher bandwidth over ext2 installed on HDD (Hard Disk Drive) and SSD.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SSD [1]-[4] technology has dramatically improved over decades to become an essential component in storage solutions. Due to the fact that SSD does not need the mechanical overhead, such as seek time, to locate the desire data, it has drawn great attention from IT markets that seek for improved I/O performance. The key obstacle to the widening SSD adoption to large-scale storage subsystems is its high cost per capacity, compared to that of HDD. Even though the cost of flash memory becomes decrease, the price of SSD is still much higher and such a high cost/capacity ratio makes it less desirable to construct large-scale storage subsystems solely composed of SSD devices.

There are several ways of utilizing SSD advantages to boost I/O performance [5]-[8][12]. The first one is to implement SSD-related I/O optimizations in the file system level. For example, Josephson et al. [6] uses fusion-io ioDrive to provide the virtualization flash storage layer that acts as the traditional block device driver with FTL (Flash Translation Layer). Also, Lee et al. [7] proposed a new filesystem metadata platform that can reduce SSD-specific semiconductor overheads.

Although those file systems have successfully integrated SSDs to improve I/O performance, adapting a new file system to the existing storage solutions is not easy because it should go through the long, pains-taking process to prove the durable data consistency and reliability.

An alternative is to use hybrid storage subsystems, which are managed by the hybrid file system or SSD-specific cache [9-11]. In such methods, a small portion of SSD partition is combined with a much larger HDD storage capacity in a cost-effective way, while making use of the strengths of both devices. Since only a small-size of file system address space is provided by SSD partition, increasing space utilization for SSD partition has a critical impact in improving I/O performance.

In this paper, we propose an extent-based file allocation approach, called MatBall. The primary objective of MatBall is to increase the usage of the costly SSD storage resources as much as possible in the hybrid file system, by reusing the remaining spaces of I/O units and thus by decreasing fragmentation overhead. In the hybrid file system where the entire address spaces are constructed on both SSD and HDD partitions, MatBall can contribute to maximize the space usage of SSD partition by taking responsibility of allocating files in SSD partition.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the implementation details of MatBall. The performance results of MatBall integrated with the hybrid file system are shown in Section III. In Section IV, we conclude our paper.

II. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We present the segment partitioning and file mapping.

A. System Model

In MatBall, I/O unit is an extent. However, an extent is composed of a group of segments and the allocation on the extent is performed in units of segments to reduce extent fragmentation.

Definition 1 (extent structure) An extent of size \( s \) in blocks is a finite set of segments such that: 1) there are \( \log_{s}+1 \) number of segments at the top level (level 0), with each being indexed from \( H \) to \( (\log_{s})-1 \); 2) segment \( j \) at level \( L \) whose size is larger than or equal to a threshold \( \lambda \) is partitioned into \( j+1 \) segments at the subsequent level \( L+1 \) and their indices are ranged from \( H \) to \( j-1 \). The segment partitioning is continued until the size of every segment is smaller than \( \lambda \).

The segment with index \( H \) is called the head segment.
The segment $j$ of level $L$ being partitioned from segment $i$ of level $L-1$ is the child and denoted as $\text{seg}[i,k]$. On the other hand, segment $t$ of level 0 is denoted as $\text{seg}[*t]$.

The starting block position of segment $j$ of level $L$ is $\text{pos}(\text{seg}[i,j])=\text{pos}(\text{seg}[i,H])+2^j$ where $j<H$. If $j=H$, then $\text{pos}(\text{seg}[i,j])$ is the same to the starting block position of segment $i$. The size of segment $j$ is $2^j$, except for the head segment that is composed of a single block.

![Figure 1. An example of segment partitioning.](image)

Figure 1 illustrates an example of segment partitioning with $\lambda=32$. An extent with 256 blocks is partitioned into nine segments from $\text{seg}[*,H]$ to $\text{seg}[*,7]$ at the top level. Since the threshold is set to 32, the segments whose size is larger than or equal to 32 in blocks are partitioned at the subsequent level until each segment has the size of less than 32 blocks. In Figure 1, $\text{seg}[*,7]$ is split into eight segments at level one and segments $\text{seg}[7,5]$ and $\text{seg}[6,6]$ are in turn partitioned at level two due to their sizes. The maximum segment index is decreased by one, in case the segment partitioning takes place at the subsequent level.

### B. Allocation Matrix

The segment partitioning of MatBall takes place using the allocation matrix, which is organized at each level.

**Definition 2** (Allocation matrix) An allocation matrix $\Phi^L = x[N+1,N]$ where $N=\log_2 s$ is an abstraction of the segment partitioning at level $L>0$ such that: 1) each row $i$ ($H \leq i < \log_2 s$) shows the segment index of the parent at level $L-1$; 2) column $j$ ($H \leq j < (\log_2 s) - 1$) shows the index of segment at level $L$ that is partitioned from parent $i$.

![Figure 2. An example of allocation matrix.](image)

Figure 2(b) and (c) show the allocation matrix $\Phi^1$ and $\Phi^2$ for an extent of size 256 blocks. The allocation matrix consists of nine rows and eight columns. The rows of $\Phi^1$ denote the segments of the top level from $\text{seg}[*,H]$ to $\text{seg}[*,7]$. Among them, $\text{seg}[*,5]$ to $\text{seg}[*,7]$ are partitioned at level one because their sizes are at least $\lambda$. Also, the children of $\text{seg}[6,5]$ and $\text{seg}[7,5]$ contain $\text{seg}[5,5]$ to $\text{seg}[5,4]$ of $\Phi^2$ are marked as two. On the other hand, $x[6,H]$ to $x[6,5]$ are set to one because only $\text{seg}[7,6]$ of $\Phi^1$ is involved in the segment partitioning. Since $x[6,5] > 0$ in $\Phi^2$, one more partitioning would take place at $\Phi^3$.

**Theorem 1.** Given an extent of size $s$ in blocks, the number of allocation matrices for the segment partitioning is $\log_2(s/\lambda)$. Also, using $\Phi^L$, the maximum number of segments available at level $L$ is:

$$\sum_{i=0}^{b} x[i,H] + \sum_{k=0}^{a-1} x[i,k], a = \log_2 \lambda \text{ and } b = (\log_2 s) - 1$$

**Proof.** In MatBall, the segments with indices between $\log_2 \lambda$ and $(\log_2 s)-1$ are partitioned at each level. Therefore, the number of levels for the segment partitioning is $\log_2 s - \log_2 \lambda$, resulting in $\log_2(s/\lambda)$ allocation matrices to be created. In $\Phi^L$, the number of segments to be
generated from segment $i$ of level $L-1$ is $x[i,H] + \sum_{j=0}^{i-1} x[i,j]$. Also, the segments that are subject to the segment partitioning at level $L-1$ are from $\log_2 \lambda$ to $(\log_2-s)-1$. Thus, the number of segments available at level $L$ is

$\sum_{i=0}^{(\log_2-s)-1} (x[i,H] + \sum_{j=0}^{i} x[i,j])$

In Figure 2(b), $seg[*,5]$ of the top level is partitioned to $\{seg[5,H], seg[5,0], seg[5,1], seg[5,2], seg[5,3], seg[5,4]\}$.

Since only a single child with such an index is available at level one, the associated elements in $\Phi$ is set to one. The same procedure is applied to $seg[*,6]$ and $seg[*,7]$. As a result, the total number of segments available at level one is

$\sum_{i=5}^{7} (x[i,H] + \sum_{j=0}^{i} x[i,j]) = 21$.

C. Segment Mapping

In this Section, we describe a hierarchical, fine-grained way of mapping data to segments consisting of extents. The segment mapping of MatBall was designed to collect data in an extent as many as possible, to improve the space utilization of extents. Also, the starting position of the segment mapping can be easily calculated by referencing the hierarchical structure of extents.

**Definition 3** (Segment mapping) Given $\Phi^L = x[N+1,N]$, assume that a sequence of the segment partitioning for row $i$ ($i>H$) is given by $seg[*,a] \rightarrow seg[a,b] \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow seg[o,i] \rightarrow seg[i,j]$. Then the starting block position of segment $j$ at $L$ is $pos(seg[i,j]) = 2^i + 2^h + \cdots + 2^2 + 2^1$.

Since the block position of the head segment is zero, $pos(seg[*,a])$ is $2^h$. Furthermore, child $b>H$ of level one has the size of $2^h$ in blocks, thus $pos(seg[a,b])=2^h+2^h$. As a result, segment $j$ generated from $i$ has the starting block position of $2^i + 2^h + \cdots + 2^2 + 2^1$. Likewise, for the children of segment $j$, $pos(seg[j,H]) = pos(seg[i,j])$ and $pos(seg[j,k])=pos(seg[i,j])+2^k$ where $k>h$.

For example, in Figure 1, suppose that a file has been allocated to an extent from block position zero to 165. First of all, the ending block position 165 falls into segment seven. Due to its size larger than $\lambda$, the partitioning at the level one takes place:

1) $lev_1 \rightarrow 2^7 \leq 165 < 2^8$.

size($seg[*,7]$) = $2^7 > \lambda$, $pos(seg[*,7])$ = $2^7$

The child segment five being partitioned from segment seven of the top level contains the block position 165 and the starting position of child five is calculated by adding its size to its parent starting position:

2) $lev_2 \rightarrow 2^5 \leq 165 - pos(seg[*,7]) < 2^6$.

Since the size of child five is still the same to $\lambda$, one more partitioning at level two takes place, resulting in mapping block position 165 to segment two at level two. The starting position of segment two is obtained by applying the same way we did in the upper level:

3) $lev_3 \rightarrow 2^3 \leq 165 - pos(seg[*,7]) < 2^4$.

As a result, the next file allocation in the same extent takes place from segment three of level two that begins at block position 168:

$pos(seg[5,3]) = pos(seg[*,7])+pos(seg[*,7])+2^1=168$.

**Algorithm:** MAP (input: $w$, output: $level$, $index$, $next$)

1. compute $j$ such that $2^j \leq w < 2^{j+1}$; $level=0$;
2. if $j < \log_2 \lambda$
3. $index=k+1$; $next=pos(seg[*,j+1])$;
4. return
5. end if
6. $pos = pos(seg[*])$;
7. while $j \geq \log_2 \lambda$ do
8. $level ++$;
9. find $k$ such that $2^k \leq w - pos < 2^{k+1}$;
10. if $k < \log_2 \lambda$
11. $index=k+1$; $next=pos(seg[j,k+1])$;
12. return
13. end if
14. $pos = pos(seg[j,k])$;
15. $j=k$;
16. end while

Figure 3 shows the steps involved in finding the segment where the next file allocation begins on the extent. Let $w$ be the ending block position of the last file allocation. The output of the algorithm is $level$, $index$ and block position $next$ where the next file allocation starts. In the algorithm, step 2 to 5 executes file allocation without the segment partitioning and takes O(1). Step 7 to 16 shows the segment partitioning taking place when the size of segment mapped to $w$ is larger than or equal to $\lambda$. Since the maximum number of the segment partitioning is $\log_2(s/\lambda)$, the time
The complexity of the algorithm is $O(\log s)$. In MatBall, only the extents containing at least $\lambda$ free blocks are reused for space utilization.

**Theorem 2.** Given an extent $E$ of size $s$ in blocks, let $\lambda = 2^n (n \geq 1)$ and $L$ be the number of levels of the segment partitioning. Then, with $\delta = 2^m (m \geq 1)$ such that $\delta < \lambda$, the levels needed for partitioning is $L + \log_2(\lambda / \delta)$. Also, let $w$ ($s - w \geq \lambda + 1$) be the ending block position of the last file allocation of $E$ and $p$ and $q$ be the hole sizes with $\lambda$ and $\delta$, respectively. Then $p \geq q$.

**Proof.** With $\delta$ and $\lambda$, since the number of levels for the segment partitioning is $\log_2(s/\delta)$ and $\log_2(s/\lambda)$, the level difference between two thresholds is $\log_2(\lambda / \delta)$. Therefore, for $\delta < \lambda$, it needs $L + \log_2(\lambda / \delta)$ partitioning levels at maximum. Assume that $w$ is mapped to segment $i$ at level $X$ on $E$. Let $o$ be the parent of $i$ at level $X-1$.

- **case (i < $\log_2 \delta$):** no segment partitioning takes place on $i$ with two thresholds. In this case, the next allocation occurs at $pos(seg[o.i+1])$. As a result, $p = q = pos(seg[o.i+1])-(w+1)$.

- **case ($\log_2 \delta \leq i < \log_2 \lambda$):** $i$ is not partitioned with $\lambda$ and thus $p = pos(seg[o.i+1])-(w+1)$. On the other hand, with $\delta$, segment $i$ is partitioned into the lower level $X+1$. Let $k$ be the segment of $X+1$ where $w$ is mapped. Then, the next file allocation on $E$ begins at segment $k+1$. Since $pos(seg[i.k+1]) < pos(seg[o.i+1])$, $q = pos(seg[i.k+1])-(w+1) < p$.

- **case ($i \geq \log_2 \lambda$):** segment $i$ with $\delta$ is more partitioned than with $\lambda$ due to $\delta < \lambda$. Also, the more a segment is partitioned, the smaller the hole size is between two consecutive file allocations on $E$. Therefore, $q < p$.

Theorem 2 implies that there is a tradeoff between partitioning overhead and space utilization, regarding to the threshold value. With the small threshold value, the hole size between two consecutive file allocations on an extent becomes small. However, it might need more partitioning steps than with a larger value. Our objective in using the allocation matrix is to choose the appropriate partitioning threshold to reduce extent fragmentation while minimizing the partitioning overhead.

### III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We present the performance measurement of MatBall.

#### A. Experimental Platform

We integrated MatBall with the hybrid file system. In the hybrid file system, the entire address space is constructed by combining a small portion of SSD partition with HDD partition. The file allocation of SSD partition is executed by performing MatBall, therefore the files are allocated per extent composed of a group of segments.

When the hybrid file system is mounted, the clean extents that are not used for file allocations yet and the allocation matrices are organized in memory. Also, I/O request is simultaneously performed on both partitions. When either of partitions completes I/O, control returns user.

Table 1 illustrates the number of allocation matrices and partitioning description for each extent size and threshold value $\lambda$. We evaluated MatBall with IOzone while comparing it with ext2 installed on HDD and SSD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 SEGMENT PARTITIONING BASED ON EXTENT SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>extent size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance measurements are executed on a PC with AMD Athlon dual-core processor and 1GB of memory. The HDD partition is equipped with a 320GB of Seagate 7200 RPM disk and SSD partition uses fusion-io SSD iODrive. We used CentOS release 6.2 with a 2.6.18 kernel. The hybrid file system integrated with MatBall uses database built on SSD partition.

#### B. IOzone Experiment

We evaluated MatBall using IOzone, while varying file sizes from 64KB to 256MB. We executed `iozone -a2i -e -g 256M -q 8K` to use 8KB of I/O record size. We used `fsync()` in every I/O operations to reduce the effect of memory cache. Also, for each I/O operation, we changed the threshold value for the segment partitioning from 16 to 32, to observe the partitioning overhead.

Figure 4 and 5 show the write performance of MatBall, while comparing it to that of ext2 installed on HDD and SSD. The extent sizes of MatBall are 64KB and 256KB and $\lambda = 16$. As can be seen in the figure, the write performance of ext2 on HDD is much lower than that of MatBall because of the hybrid structure of MatBall.
When the write throughput of MatBall composed of 64KB of extents is compared to that of ext2 installed on SSD, with 256MB of file size, there is about 19% of performance improvement. This is because MatBall uses the large I/O units for write operations.

The advantage of using the large I/O granularity is also observed in the write performance of MatBall composed of 256KB of extent sizes. The figure shows that MatBall using 256KB of extent sizes produces about 6% performance improvement compared to MatBall with 64KB of extents.

However, in write operations on small files such as 64KB of files, using the larger extent size does not produce the performance speedup. According to Figure 4, on top of 64KB files, using 256KB of extent size rather decreases the write performance, when compared to using 64KB of extent size. This is because of the overhead for coalescing data on extents. In other words, with small files, the larger the extent size is the more the overhead for collecting data on extents takes place. However, on top of large files, writing with the large I/O granularity increases the write throughput due to the reduction in I/O accesses.

Figure 5 shows the write performance with \( \lambda = 32 \). Since the file sizes of IOzone are aligned with extent sizes, no remaining blocks on extents are left posterior to file allocations. As a result, only the segment partitioning on the top level takes place for both extent sizes.

For example, with 64KB of extent sizes, only seven segments on the top level are configured and used for file allocations. Every file size uses the entire 64KB of extents although multiple extents are used for files larger than 64KB. Therefore, no segment partitioning is needed to reuse extents. The same I/O behavior can be observed with \( \lambda = 16 \) in Figure 4. As a result, there is no noticeable difference between the write performances with \( \lambda = 32 \) and that of \( \lambda = 16 \).

Figure 6 and 7 show the read performance with \( \lambda = 16 \) and with \( \lambda = 32 \), respectively. In this case, we can see that the memory cache significantly affects in the read performance. Figure 6 shows that the prefetching scheme implemented in ext2 offsets the performance difference caused by device characteristics a little. Because the difference of the read performance between ext2 on HDD and ext2 on SSD is lower than that of the write difference of ext2 between two devices.

Likewise, we cannot find the noticeable difference between MatBall with 64KB of extent sizes and that with 256KB of extent sizes. However, because of the less read accesses, on top of 256MB of file sizes, using 256KB of extent sizes produces 5% of performance speedup over 64KB of extent sizes. Also, in Figure 6 and 7, we can see that changing the threshold value for the segment partitioning does not effect on the read performance because read operations are not involved in the segment partitioning.

IV. CONCLUSION

The main goal of MatBall is to increase the space utilization of SSD partition in the hybrid file system where the entire address space is provided by integrating a small portion of SSD partition with a much larger HDD storage capacity. MatBall tries to consume the remaining spaces as much as possible posterior to file allocation processes, by recursively partitioning segments in the subsequent level and by allowing the further file allocations on the partitioned segments. We evaluated MatBall using IOzone. When file sizes are either a multiple of extent sizes or larger than the extent size, the segment partitioning to the lower level does rarely take place. In this case, the threshold value for the segment partitioning in MatBall does little affect I/O performance. On the other hand, with a large number of small-size files, MatBall can improve I/O bandwidth by converting data into the larger I/O granularity. As a future work, we will verify the effectiveness and suitability of file allocation method of MatBall by using various applications.
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Abstract—As social, economic, and cultural environments have rapidly been changing, uncertainties and complexities have also increased with regard to research and development projects. Issues are across various fields and interconnected with different problems, which makes it harder to plan and design R&D projects and to estimate their effects as well. Linear and sequential approaches are not appropriate to deal with these changes. Rather, circular and simultaneous perspectives with more precision and rigor are needed. To this end, more information should be gathered and all parties concerned should be required to cooperate. It becomes essential to establish a science’s evidence based and integrated system supported by all parties concerned for high quality and effective policy making.
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I. SCIENCE OF SCIENCE POLICY

Some of the advanced countries have recognized challenges and started to run a variety of programs such as science of Science and Innovation Policy to create the 3rd generation innovation systems for science and technology. The concept and term of Science of Science and Innovation Policy was first brought up and coined by Dr. Marburger of American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) in 2005. This was based on the recognition that it is indispensable to understand complex relationships between R&D investments and innovation together with their consequent improvements of competitiveness and social benefits for policy effectiveness [1].

Among governing bodies attempting to make policy decisions scientific are Science of Science and Innovation Policy(SciSIP) of the US and European Innovation Scoreboard(EIS) and European Research Area WATCH of EU. Value-based technology innovation such as ‘knowledge intensification and creative design’ becomes more important in securing competitiveness of businesses and nations. All these factors increase the needs for IT infrastructure and in-depth studying of intellectual business system which support policy decision making based on scientific evidence [2].

However, the linear approaches to technological innovation model and policy supporting instruments so far have clear limitations to effectively deal with these technical changes and complex issues.

II. DESIGN OF DECISION MAKING SUPPORT SYSTEM

Current researches has stemmed from systems dynamics based on systems theory and feedback thinking, and evolved into cybernetics and automatic control mechanism. Interdisciplinary researches on new models of knowledge-based dynamics and policy aid have been required more than ever as high-technologies have converged and policy management system has changed [3]. In this paper, we propose mechanisms to achieve the service provision of Science of Science Policy. For this purpose, current processes are analyzed to identify factors, which need to be improved and analytical methodologies are also defined [4]. Then, major components are developed to effectively support the processes according to each methodology [5]. Evidence-based knowledge is utilized in the activities of policy adoption, implementation, and evaluation including decision-making [6]. When designing specific integration models, each Situation(S) is represented by unit of Topic(T), which equals Term(T) used in natural language. The integration model conducts text-mining by processing all documents and texts within the system into natural language, resulting in abstracting representative terms. This generates a knowledge model through analysis of relations between topics and layered structures of resources. Related to processes and tasks of the knowledge model, an Address of document repository is defined as a process and Task is defined as a name of the specific document directory.

The model which generates knowledge models automatically is defined as below:

Policy Making Supporting Model : M = \{ Process, Task, Resource \}

Process : P = Document Repository \{ Address_{1}, ..., Address_{n} \}

Task : T = Document Directory \{ Name_{1}, ..., Name_{n} \}

Resource Element : E = Mining \{ Term_{1}, ..., Term_{m} \}

A component of a process is defined as task flow and relation and is designed so as to combine an integrated information system and service. With regard to collection of
policy information, information has been collected on the basis of a component supporting tasks. Knowledge base integration of policy information has progressed through structuration of task-specific data and information as shown in Table I.

### Table I. Configuration of System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology Policy</td>
<td>-Integrated information retrieval and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Technology monitoring / Trend analysis on a real time basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Combined wire-wireless service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasting</td>
<td>-Community for future prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2D matrix Delphi survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Visualization of Roadmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>-Medium and long-term plans, database on policy trends, other data query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment strategy</td>
<td>-DB for investment planning on a micro level and process supporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Project analysis and management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Links to information on R&amp;D programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity analysis</td>
<td>-Benefit analysis of R&amp;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Instruments for ripple effect analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Instruments for cost/paper analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation analysis</td>
<td>-Unified search function for statistical indices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-DB of statistical tables and graphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program coordination</td>
<td>-Program track records / Budget planning supporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Budget requests, DB of mid-term project plans and deliberation materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program evaluation</td>
<td>-Query for in-depth evaluation results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Expert committee management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Specific policy processes and task connection models are needed for effective service structure, and integrated process maps should be designed to address components and information such as for example data and documents. The service of Science of Science Policy aims to improve the efficiency and reliability of producing policy alternatives. It is very important that while utilizing massive data and sharing instruments, we analyze various functions. Therefore, a component-based development method is appropriate and it should be comprised of unitary system for organic combination of the services. For example, various reference information is needed on fields, stages, and targets to be used both as a forecasting basis and for validity analysis. However, a particular expert or outdated data have been the only materials that policy community has depended on. Improved science policy support systems cause improvements in the effective activities of the proportion of researchers with the report, as shown in Table 2. Thus, the new service for technology analysis helps produce more objective and timely materials of technology value analysis and validity analysis through information on technology trends and massive database analysis on publication, patents, and market as shown in Table 3. For this reason, the database we reference provides 2.68 million data on publication, patents, and market and analysis of 0.34 million items of documents on policy trends.

### Table II. Related Data of Innovation Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Improved</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ration of searchers</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>+19.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>researchers n tasks</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>+171%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improvement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>+250%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. of reports</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>+20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D projects</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>+46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per researcher</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>+50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III. Related Data of Innovation Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patents</th>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,608,385</td>
<td>2,151</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>2,681,546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge analysis</td>
<td>Prediction experts</td>
<td>Validation experts</td>
<td>Evaluation experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,242</td>
<td>1,030</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>2,425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study has established an integrated knowledge base of policy support for the service of Science of Science Policy by standardizing and specifying processes. This approach has required organizing and comprising the specific functions on a basis of component units according to demand from stakeholders such as major information demanders, its users request patterns and policy decision makers. In turn, these works have made it possible to create the service of Science Policy which can control major policies on a real-time basis by catching and tracking policies’ current states in the processes of adopting, implementing, evaluation and thus support evaluation and coordination of them based on objective data.
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Abstract—Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are finding ever-increasing applications in both military and civilian systems owing to their self-configuration and self-maintenance capabilities. Communications in battlefields and disaster recovery are other examples of application environments. Many of these applications are security sensitive. As a result, security in MANETs has recently been drawing much attention. The vast majority of existing solutions that provides security services for MANETs does not take into consideration the need for authentic access control mechanism as a first line of defense to ensure that only the eligible nodes are involved. In this work, we propose an anonymous communication scheme that is based on an efficient access control mechanism with authenticated key establishment. Besides service integration offered by this framework, simulations and analysis showed that the proposed solution enhance quality of service (QoS) level compared to the existing approaches that aims to provide only access control or anonymous services separately. With a similar or a lower cost, our integrated approach enhanced MANET security and performance in comparison with other related proposals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are an ideal technology to deploy spontaneous wireless infrastructureless networks, either for military or civilian applications.

Throughout recent years, MANETs have gripped a lot of attention due to its dynamic nature to establish wireless networks of mobile nodes and wireless routers. The key advantage of ad-hoc networks is that the knowledge about network topology is not necessary and even more it’s not necessary to have an infrastructure. Without any centralized entity ad-hoc networks are able to operate in an autonomous and spontaneous manner. Also all the required network modifications will be done in a self-configurable way.

In order to have a proper function for a mobile ad-hoc network and achieve cooperation among all networking nodes, it is necessary to limit network access of packet forwarding and routing to righteous nodes and reject access from misbehaving nodes. However, the network access protocols commonly used in traditional infrastructure-based networks are not applicable in MANETs due to the lack of fixed infrastructure, frequent changes in topology and node membership, and finally due to the potential attacks from adversaries inside the network itself [1]. This situation enforces the need to develop different strategies that suit MANET architecture in order to deploy an efficient access control mechanism.

Also, the privacy of communication and sensitive information has become a serious issue on the Internet. Encryption schemes shield the contents of communication, but do not hide the fact that two users are communicating. In many situations, users may need to make their communication anonymous. Sensitive information includes the identities of communicating parties, network traffic patterns [2]. The leak of such information is often disturbing in security-sensitive situations. For example, an unexpected change of the traffic pattern in a military network may indicate a forthcoming action, a chain of commands, or a state change of network alertness [3]. It may also disclose the locations of command centers or mobile VIP nodes, which will enable the enemies to launch pinpoint attacks on them. In contrast to active attacks, which usually involve the launch of denial of service or other more “visible” and hostile attacks on the target network, traffic analysis is a kind of passive attack, which is “invisible” and difficult to detect. It is therefore important to design countermeasures against such malicious traffic analysis, which leads to the importance of deploying an efficient mechanism that ensure communication anonymity in MANETs.

In this paper, we address two main concerns in MANETs; namely access control and anonymous communication in order to provide a framework for secure communication. Most of the work done only provides separate solutions for each of the two issues, putting into consideration the vitality of the two services as a backbone for secure MANET operations. For real life situations, a
MANET administrator should deploy the two services separately each with its independent cost. In comparison to other monotonic solutions that only provides one service at a time, we argue that with a similar or even lower cost the security services can be highly correlated in a single framework that provides MANET nodes with key management, access control and anonymous communication capabilities.

The rest of this paper is organized as the follows. In Section 2, we provide a background for access control and anonymous communication in MANETs and the major proposals that dealt with them. In Section 3, we present the preliminaries that are utilized in developing our proposed solution including elliptical curve with pairing and threshold secret sharing basics. In Section 4, we specify the network model, and the adversary model for the framework design. In Section 5, we present our proposed framework. In Section 6, we provide a performance analysis for our framework in comparison with existing solution.

II. RELATED WORK

Most of the work provided in the literature provides separate solutions for access control and anonymous communication schemes; here we provide a background for each of them.

A. Access Control

Access control for MANETS is a challenging task for a number of reasons [5]:

- First, MANET environment is a distributed problem. It does not have a clear defense line like other types of networks (wired or cellular) which make it difficult to implement the access control mechanism at routers or base stations.
- Second, it’s preferable that any access control service will be available at each node locally in order to evade communication over unreliable multihop channels.
- Third, access control solutions should deal with nodes’ misbehavior, as network nodes could already hold access control information.
- Finally, as node membership in MANET has a dynamic nature, the solution has to dynamically deal with that.

Kim et al. in [6] presented an early effort to build a framework for network access control using cryptographic techniques and protocols. Their framework classifies admission policy based on the entity which makes the admission decisions (external or internal entity). Despite of, the simplicity and the relative easiness to support these polices, they are inflexible and unsuitable for MANETs.

Zhou and Hass [7] proposed using threshold cryptography [8] to secure MANETs. They suggested distributing CA’s (Certificate Authority) public key to each node, while CA’s private key distributed among the subset of nodes such that a certain threshold of them can jointly perform certificate generation to the nodes joining the network.

Saxena et al. [9][10] make use of various existing threshold signature schemes to build a distributed admission control mechanisms for ad-hoc groups, but, they did not tackle the problem of group membership revocation.

B. Anonymous communication

Throughout the literature, a number of anonymous communication protocols have been suggested. Most of them come from Chaum’s two important approaches: mixnet [11] and DC-net [12]. These protocols discussed three types of anonymous communication properties: sender anonymity, recipient anonymity and relationship anonymity.

- **Sender anonymity**: means that a particular message is not linkable to any sender and no message is linkable to a particular sender.
- **Recipient anonymity**: similarly means a particular message cannot be linked to any recipient and that to a specific recipient, no message is linkable
- **Sender-recipient relationship anonymity (or relationship anonymity in short)**: refers to that the sender and the recipient cannot be marked as communicating with each other, though it may be clear they are participating in some communications.

The mixnet family protocols (e.g., [13][14]) make use of special servers that intended to shuffle the received packets to make the communication path (including the sender and the recipient) unclear “ambiguous” these servers called “mix” servers. In order to achieve the desired anonymity, these protocols depend on the statistical features of the underlying traffic which is also called cover traffic. As a result, these protocols are inadequate in dynamic network environments like MANETs where trusted servers are unavailable.

The DC-net family protocols (e.g., [15][16]) use secure multi-party computation techniques. They offer verifiable anonymity without depending on trusted third parties. However, these protocols have transmission collision problem which does not have a concrete solution.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The majority of solutions provided to address security of mobile ad-hoc networks only tackle one concern at a time either it be access control, key management, secure routing, anonymous communication, etc. Our proposed framework aims to provide three of the major security services that we believe in its importance in order to provide a concrete and solid secure framework for MANET operations. Our proposed framework provides key management, access
control and anonymous communication and secure in a single coherent framework. We firstly introduced this framework at [17] utilizing the proposed identity based cryptography and access control techniques to provide crucial MANET services, namely address auto-configuration, secure pairwise communication and secure group communication. The main advantage of this framework is that it provides the mentioned services without adding an excessive computational or communication overhead compared to existing solution that provides only one of our services. Our proposed anonymous communication scheme is based on an efficient access control mechanism with authenticated key establishment using identity based cryptography and threshold secret sharing techniques.

Our mechanism provides its services without any assumption of a prefixed trust relationship between nodes, which effectively resolves the problem of single point of failure in the traditional public key infrastructure. In this paper, we present an access control mechanism based on the usage of membership access ticket using identity based cryptography primitives. Based on the possession of a valid access ticket, mobile nodes can get involved in a secure communication achieved through our proposed anonymity protocol.

We consider a MANET consisting of N nodes, and the network size may change dynamically as nodes may join, leave, or crash at any time. Each node has a unique non-zero ID and assumed to be its MAC address. In order to improve system efficiency in terms of communication and computation, we employed identity-based cryptography (IBC) as an efficient alternative to the traditional public key cryptography techniques to provide essential cryptographic primitives.

Fig. 1 depicts our framework, at the top layer, resides the three main services: access control, anonymous communication which are based on the intermediate layer that provides the key management functionality using IBC primitives provided by the lower layer. Hereafter we describe protocols used to provide our targeted services. We propose four algorithms that provide collectively the functionality of key management, access control and anonymous communication.

A. Key Management and Access control

Key management functionality in terms of the creation of master public key, master private key share, nodes private key and new master private key share creation for a new node are accomplished through algorithms 1, 2 and 3. Access control functionality is accomplished based on key management and appears in algorithm 2.

For membership renewal, after the membership access ticket (MAT) of a certain node expires, it sends a request to K neighbor nodes, where each of them checks node’s behavior, then send signed partial membership token. The requesting node combines partial signature to acquire its new MAT. Nodes behavior observation is out of our scope.

Membership revocation of MAT happens for one or more of the following reasons:
1. Due to expiry of MAT.
2. Due to misbehaving or selfishness.

B. Privacy and Anonymous Communication

It’s widely known that privacy is conflict with authentication and certification which achieved only through a trusted third party (TTP) registration but in order to trace any node that would give out false information there must be a registration. Hence when node X transmit a message to node Y, Y needs to check that X is a registered and authenticated node through the certificate that escort the message X, so that any node can be traced if the need arises. The certificate must be signed using certificate authority (CA) private key in order to enable Y to check the validity of the certificate. But in order to protect communicating entities privacy any message sent by one party should appear as if sent by another entity so that pseudonyms are needed, however the pseudonyms should contain some information that let the CA (and only the CA) to determine the true identity of its holder.

Algorithm 1 describes the steps carried out by network nodes in order to cooperatively produce system’s master public key based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). Based on the concepts proposed by Pedersen [18], we employ ECC to generate the master public key and private key share. In our proposed scheme we operate without any trusted authority support, where the master key pair is computed jointly by the initial network nodes.

Algorithm 1: Master Public Key and Master Private Key share generation

1. Each node ni randomly chooses a secret xi and a polynomial f(z) of degree k-1, s.t: f(0)=xi.
2. Each node ni compute its sub-share for nj as SSij=f(ij), j=1,2,3,...
3. Send SSij securely to nj.
4. After receiving n-1 sub-shares nj compute its share of master private key as Sj=∑i=1k SSij
5. Any coalition of K nodes can recover the secret using ∑i=1K Si(z)mod q where l(z) is Lagrange Coefficient.
6. Each shareholder publishes SP, where P is a common parameter used by IBS. S, P is a point multiplication.
7. Master public key Qn=∑i=1k Si P
Algorithm 2 describes the proposed node’s private key and access ticket generation process which is the core used to provide access control and anonymous communication services in our framework. For a node $J$, in order to get its private key and acquire a ticket that can be assumed as its access key to the network, we assume that, node’s J public key (representing node’s identity) is the hash value of its MAC address. Then node $J$ should contact at least $k$ of its neighbor nodes presenting its identity (identity-based cryptography) and request private key generation service (PKG) (if $J$ was unable to find $k$ neighbors locally, node $J$ would move (roam) to another location). Since all network nodes share the master private key, any node can be a service node.

Each of $k$ nodes generates a share of the new private key $SK_j$ and sends it to node $j$, which in turn combine all the shares to generate its new private key $SK_j$. For authentication, as the new node joins the network it presents any required physical proof. And upon authentication by any $t$ nodes, each node of them generate a partial membership access ticket $MAT_j^i$ using its share of the master private key $S_i$ on the public key of the node appended with the expiry time of this ticket $Exp_time_j$ and its issuing time $T_j$.

Upon reception of partial tickets node $J$ combines then in order to get its access ticket $MAT_j$. Using $MAT_j$ node $J$ can participate in further network actions and services.

Algorithm 2: Private Key and access ticket generation

2. Node $J$ Contact at least $k$ nodes and get $SK_k_j$ = $S_iQ_j$.
3. Node $J$ compute its private key as $SK_j = \sum_{i=1}^{k} S_iQ_j$.
4. Upon authenticating the new node (maybe using some physical proof) by any $t$ nodes of the $k$
   a. Each node $i$ issue a partial membership access ticket ($MAT_i$):
      $MAT_i^j = S_i|Q_j||Exp_time_j||T_j$.
   b. Node $J$ combine partial tickets as $MAT_j = \sum_{i=1}^{t} S_i|H(Q_j)||Exp_time_j||T_j$.

Algorithm 3 describes steps carried out to enable a new node $n$ to get a new share of the master private key, in order to participate in network services. Any coalition of $K$ existing nodes can jointly participate in the process. Each of the participating nodes create a partial share $S_{i,n}$ and send it to the new node which accumulate those shares in order to get its share of Master Private Key.

Algorithm 3: New Master Private Key share creation for new node $n$

1. Each node $i$ of $k$ generate partial share as $S_{i,n} = S_i l(n)$, $l(n)$ is Lagrange coefficient.
2. Each node $i$ send the share to node $n$.
3. Node $n$ adds shares to get $S_n = \sum_{i=1}^{k} S_{i,n}$.

So, the true identity of a node should not be known or readable to any other node. A certified authority (or a trusted party) should sign the pseudonym to ensure that it has a trusted signature in order to achieve privacy and authentication. In order to overcome limitations imposed by CA-based architecture, we armed our security framework with an anonymity and privacy features through the usage of the proposed security architecture that utilize identity-based cryptography and threshold cryptography in order to achieve security goals.

Since that our proposed framework’s design supports services flow, the privacy and anonymity features are built upon the ability of the node to have a righteous access control through steps accomplished through Algorithm 1 and algorithm 2.

In our proposed anonymity solution, for two parties Alice and Bob to communicate anonymously they use pseudonyms to conceal their identity as Carol and Dale. Alice starts with creating an alias identifier rather than its true identity as Carol, with this it creates an alias public key (PKah) and its corresponding alias private key (PrKah). Then perform the following steps described in algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Privacy and Anonymous Communication

1. Alice generate an alias id (carol), alias public key \( PK_{als} \) and alias private key \( PrK_{als} \)
2. Alice sign its \( MAT \) with its system generated private key \( SK_{alice} \) as its original certificate \( Original\_Cert = SIG_{SK_{alice}}(MAT_{alice}) \)
3. Alice encrypt Original_Cert combined with its system public key \( Q_{alice} \) and a timestamp \( TS \), with system master public key \( Q_n \), producing a system authenticator
   \[ Sys\_Auth = E_{Q_n} (Original\_Cert \| Q_{alice} \| TS) \]
   TS change each time to make Sys_Auth looks different each time.
4. Alice send a message \( M = (PK_{als}, \text{Sys\_Auth}, SIG_{PrK_{als}}(H(\text{entire\_message})) \) to K nodes for a partial signature.
5. Each of the K nodes, checks signature correctness using \( PK_{als} \) and sign the digest of the message (\( PK_{als}, Sys\_Auth \)) using its share of the master private key \( S_i \) and return it to carol (Alice)
   Note: none of the signing nodes can know the identity of the requesting node (Alice), all it do that it sign on the combination \( Sys\_auth \) and \( PK_{als} \) and that they belong to the same identity.
6. Alice combine the received partial signatures to make its \( Alias\_Cert \) as the same way a new node gets its private key (algorithm 2).
   \[ Alias\_Cert = \sum_i S_i \text{ (Life\_Span, PK_{als}, Sys\_Auth)} \]
7. To send a message to bob;
   i. Carol (Alice) sign the digest of the message with its alias private key.
      \[ \text{Signed\_Hash} = SIG_{PrK_{als}}(H(\text{message})|\|TS) \]
   ii. Carol (Alice) send the message as:
      \[ \text{[Alias\_Cert \| Signed\_Hash \| message]} \]
8. For privacy, the message can be encrypted with intended recipient public key (bob).

For Bob when he receives the message:
1. Use system public key \( Q_a \) to verify signature on carol’s certificate.
2. If carol’s certificate is valid \( PK_{als} \) is considered authentic and used to authenticate (verify) signature on carol’s signed hash to get \[ H(\text{message})||TS \]
3. If message is encrypted using Bob’s alias \( PK \), he uses his alias private key to decrypt the message.

For Bob to replay as Dale:
1. Do the same steps to get his alias certificate.
2. Send \[ \text{[Dale’s Certificate|| H(carol’s message) \| Dale’s Signed hash \| Dale’s Message or E_{PK_{als}}(Message)} \]

In case of the existence of a misbehaving node, our model requires the existence of some arbitrator or some reference entity to manage resolving the issue. If a threshold number of nodes (\( R \)) complain about an anonymous node (\( X \)), then this node is stripped out of its anonymity to find out its true identity to take the proper actions against. In order to resolve the dispute, a need to reveal the true identity of a misbehaving node (ex. carol) is aroused, and the following steps are carried out:

1. The arbitrator decrypt carol’s certificate \( (Alias\_Cert) \) using system public key \( Q_n \), \[ D_{Q_n}(Alias\_Cert) = [\text{Life\_Span}, PK_{als}, Sys\_Auth] \]
The arbitrator decrypt \( Sys\_Auth \) by sending it to \( K \) nodes where each node uses its share of the master private key and the arbitrator combines the responses,
\[ \sum_i D_{Q_i} (E_{Q_m}(Sys\_Auth)) = [Original\_Cert \| Q_{alice} \| TS] \]
2. The arbitrator decrypt \( Original\_Cert \) using Alice’s public key \( Q_{alice} \) derived from the decrypted \( Sys\_Auth \) in order to prevent false accusations
\[ D_{Q_{Alice}}(SIG_{SK_{alice}}(MAT_{alice})) = MAT_{alice} = \sum_i S_i \]
\[ H(Q_{Alice}|| Exp\_time_{Alice}) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External Nodes</th>
<th>Internal Nodes</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>O(I)</td>
<td>O(I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>O(N^I)</td>
<td>O(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROWDS</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>O(d)</td>
<td>O(I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMAT</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>O(N^I)</td>
<td>O(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>O(N^I)</td>
<td>O(N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison with Existing Protocols
3. Check $\hat{e}(Q_n, H(Q_{Alice} \ || \ Exp.\ time_{Alice})) \equiv \hat{e}(P, MAT_{Alice})$

If the above condition is true, then Alice identity is confirmed, and it is impossible for any other node to use Alice identity for malicious actions.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

As stated earlier existing security solutions for MANET provide security services separately. In our previous papers [17] we provided a detailed performance analysis for our proposed framework in terms of access control and key management. In this Section, we provide a performance analysis for the integrated protocol for anonymous communication.

A. Comparison with Some Existing Schemes

We provide here a comparison for our proposed protocol with some existing solutions for anonymity in MANET, namely OR[19], Crowds[20], BUS[21], KMAT[22].

Like mixnet-based protocols (OR, Crowds), our proposed solution provides anonymity to the sender and the receiver. Also they do not account on the statistical characteristics of the underlying traffic. Both hide the sender and the receiver from each other. Our proposed solution is more efficient than BUS in terms of overhead as our solution is $O(N^2)$ while BUS is $O(N^3)$, where $N$ is number of the nodes in the network. And unlike BUS our solution permits the receiver to reply without able to identify sender identity and provides broadcasting messages anonymously.

In comparison to KMAT, our proposal achieves the same level of anonymity with a lower communication overhead.

Table 1 shows a comparison in terms of latency and overhead between our proposed solution and the existing ones (where $l$ is the number of intermediate nodes, and $N$ is the number of the nodes in the network). We can conclude that the proposed solution provides an enhanced anonymity in comparison with current anonymous communication protocols, where with the same or less communication overhead it provides the same anonymity level.

B. Security analysis

Our solution achieved the three types of anonymous communication properties:

- **Recipient anonymity**: where none of the messages can be linked to a certain recipient
- **Sender-recipient relationship anonymity**: Even it may be clear that two entities are involved in a communication, but they cannot be identified as communicating with each other.

Those three anonymities called full anonymities, as an attacker cannot infer any knowledge about the a sender, a receiver or the communicating parties of any transferred messages from a current traffic

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a secure anonymous communication scheme for MANETs based upon authenticated access control mechanism that ensures the proper behavior within MANET as only nodes with rights to access the network will be involved, which enhances the reliability of the other security functions. The proposed scheme has many advantages over existing solutions as it provides a concrete framework for access control, key management and anonymous communication based on ideas from threshold secret sharing and ID-based cryptography. As results shows the proposed scheme is more efficient than the previously proposed solution for anonymity in addition to the extended capabilities of the proposed framework which also support access control and key management services which can be further extended to provide more security service for MNAETs. Due to the usage of threshold and identity based cryptography our proposed framework exhibits an optimized performance feature. Throughout this work we showed how we can enforce access control through making it a mandatory component in order to get access to other services like anonymous communication. The deliverables from the access control stage is used as a key in the subsequent stage in a way that make smooth service integration. Measurement results and performance analysis indicate that our solution provides an integrated framework for secure communication with an overall performance that outcome existing solutions, which make it more suitable in MANET environment.
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Abstract—Today every user has a plethora of devices to choose from, depending on the task. In addition to omnipresent laptops, smartphones and tablets, we have recently seen an expansion of a new type: the wearables. Wearable devices vary from fitness trackers, through watches and glasses, all the way to medical-grade equipment. This Systematization of Knowledge paper investigates the historical shift in the security and privacy considerations when smartphones started replacing laptops, and tries to predict how the change will look like this time. We examine the categories of attacks on laptops and mobile devices and analyze how those will work on wearables. We also recognize the additional threat layers when these elements are combined into Internet of Things. Finally, we propose mitigations and potential defenses to some of the biggest challenges. In summary this paper contributes to the field by a thorough systematization of knowledge of the attack vectors on various devices and proposes a method of predicting the security threats to new device types.

Index Terms—privacy, internet of things, wearables, systematization of knowledge

I. INTRODUCTION

Personally Identifiable Information is a concept describing linking of attributes (has cancer or is in a certain location) to a particular person. It ranges from strictly private data like phone number or address, through common locations all the way to browser fingerprinting [1].

The market of wearable technology is predicted to rise to over $37B by the end of 2020 [2]. It is not yet well understood what will be the consequences of such expansion on privacy and security. One is sure: nowadays computer security impacts everyone, even if they don’t use what they think of as a “computer” [3]. In fact, any modern computer is a system far too complex for any individual to grasp it as a whole. The problem of securing every element of the stack gets additionally complicated when we grow it by connecting several devices into Internet of Things. The number of attack vectors does not simply become a sum of attacks on each device included.

With our work we contribute by:

1) Systematization of Knowledge
2) Possible Attack Vectors for Wearables
3) Security of Internet of Things
4) Countermeasures and defenses to the identified problems

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section talks about the history: what were the threats that were common to laptops and smartphones, and what were the problems previously unknown that emerged with the popularization of the smartphones. Section II describes the model that we built to evaluate any new device. We then apply this model to present the evaluation of wearables in Section III. Next, in Section IV we spent some time to point out the elements very specific to the nature of Internet of Things. Finally, in Section V we present some of the suggested defenses and mitigations, and conclude in Section VI.

II. BUILDING A MODEL

We have found very few approaches that try to systematize the evaluation of the devices. Among them there is [4] where the authors tried to predict the future of mobile phones by analyzing the models, algorithms, applications and middleware. In their followup work from 2014 [5], they note however, that the approach did not prove to be useful, and they failed to predict certain developments. Another notable paper was written by Delac et al [6], in which authors summarize the mobile security threats. It is a good but post-factum analysis, and their model does not scale to other device types.

We assume that the technology moves in an upward spiral manner and every new device is build on top of the previous ones, which makes the assessment simpler. Moreover, we believe we can build a universal security stack where each layer is protected by the previous ones. Lastly we think a complete analysis can be performed by naming the assets, identifying the threats, looking at historical vulnerabilities and attacks, and defining the risks.

Security assessment can be seen as a cycle of 6 steps. Initially, we define the assets a device can hold, next we try to find the threats, identify the vulnerabilities, and ways to exploit them, finally predicting the risks connected to those we can focus on designing countermeasures and implementing defenses. However, looking just at the big picture might not be enough for a complex system. That is why we define layers of security stack that need to be inspected. On the bottom there is the Network Infrastructure - everything that allows a device to stay connected. Next comes the hardware - physical elements that comprise a device, like sensors, memory etc. Together with it we need to consider the drivers that allow...
for access and manipulation of the device. The layer above
that is the Operating System(OS) that governs the behavior
of the device, and manages access control to the file systems.
On top of the OS, in most cases, sit the applications - some
devices, like the fitness trackers will not allow for third party
applications, but still there is a software installed in addition
to the OS. Finally we come to the user data which is all the
information that an owner of the device generates, everything
that can be considered PII. We put privacy on top of the stack,
as protecting it mostly means protecting from leakage of user
information that an owner of the device generates, everything
that can be considered PII. We put privacy on top of the stack,
as protecting it mostly means protecting from leakage of user
data. The model we build based on the above assumptions is
presented in Figure 1.

III. SECURITY EVALUATION OF WEARABLES

Having a model and some hints on what are the differences
and commonalities between security challenges on laptops and
mobile devices, we now move to evaluation of the wearables.

A. Assets

We consider four types of wearable devices: fitness track-
ers, smartwatches, headmounted devices and medical de-
vice(IMDs).

Each layer of the security stack has many assets connected
to it. In case of mobile devices and smartwatches we first have
the network: the contents of communication that goes over the
channels and the infrastructure. Next, there is the hardware:
sensors the device has. The more sensors there are, the more
possibilities of attacks.

On the software side, we start with the drivers: ensuring the
integrity of the binary files so that the attacker cannot
manipulate the hardware. In the Operating System we have
its integrity, access to the memory, availability. Next, come
the applications. What is protected is again thier integrity and
availability of the services.

We then come to the third big part - the user data and
privacy. In case of fitness trackers data includes fitness level
that comes from monitoring the heart rate – the pulse, estimation
of calories burned etc, location over time, sleep patterns
and user-input data like their age, weight, height and so on.
In terms of smartwatches in addition to the above we have
much more elaborate health data that can be tracked either
with the watch itself or by connecting other monitors to it.
These include e.g. nutrition facts, reproductive health, blood
pressure, temperature and so on. Additional data contain things
we normally think of in terms of mobile devices: recordings
and photos, contacts, passwords, list of applications, emails
and messages and so on. Lastly, protecting the integrity and
confidentiality of the data stored.

B. Threats

Wearables have the same set of sensors, are connected, quit powerful, very personal. Depending on the category,
the threat models will be slightly different: fitness trackers
and medical devices are less powerful, thus will not be used
for heavy computations, while smartwatches and glasses are
almost identital in construction to mobile devices and will be
exposed to threats.

On the network level the threats are similar, as the assets are
also fairly identical: the Golden Graal is to be able to intercept
and possibly modify data that come from and to the wearable.
The impact and incentive, however, is higher as the data is
more valuable. Most of the wearables use the same connectiv-
ity methods as mobile devices: Bluetooth, ANT radio, cellular
data and Wi-Fi. Some devices, use proprietary protocols or
advance of software-defined radio (SDR) enabled decoding of
proprietary wireless communication standards. [7]. The
threats include: stealing the contents of communication, gain-
ing access to the elements of a network (eg., Wi-Fi hotspots,
Base transceiver station (BTS) etc.), modifying the contents
of communication and altering the message path (forwarding
the message to unauthorized person).

Most of the wearables, are still dependent on a "bigger
brother" - be it a smartphone, a laptop, or a dedicated terminal
to process data and perform heavier computations. Thus an-
other threat is intercepting or modifying that communication.
That requires compromising the OS or gaining access to the
hardware. As wearable devices almost always have a full OS
installed, in these terms, again the threats popular in mobile
devices will also apply to them. Thus, poor user authentication
due to the form factor and lack of secure key storage can be
seen as big challenges.

Finally, threats to privacy on wearables are more significant.
Data is collected unconciously and becomes very valuable. Its
improper protection of the data may also lead to leakages that
can be dangerous (revealing information about location),
embarrassing (search history), or cause financial losses (access
to payment information). Moreover the stealth capturing of
scenes can be abused by either the attacker or the owner spying
on the surrounding. Until today many companies have yet
included Wearables into their Mobile Device Management
policies.
Final threat to privacy is based on the correlating data. What happens if the increased heart rate is combined with information that the user is in a hotel during work hours? What is in addition to it we can also find the sounds in the room? Can we then accuse them of adultery?

Due to the form factor of the screens the way we interact with wearables has changed compared to other devices. Voice recognition became more popular way of navigating these devices which means more data transmitted and stored over potentially insecure channel. Lack of proper displays also impairs the way we can inform users about the privacy policies and warnings, which means poor transparency. Wearable devices are powerful, have access to a lot of information about their owners, yet present no transparency of what tasks are being executed.

Laptops gather information about our activity, mostly things we download, history of usage. Smartphones have the ability to record elements like our position, movement, things that happen around us - through camera applications. Wearables go further. More than any others, these devices are able to collect more precise data over time - gathering a detailed description of the owner’s life. They can also be better instrumented to understand the context in which user is. Without good diversification it is easy to gain access to information about user’s whole life just by attacking this single element.

Wearables as a new category of devices are not yet subject to any standardization procedures. We still lack policies that would describe how to deal with the authentication problems - what are good ways to implement secure storage on devices, how to manage the Personally Identifiable Information(PII), and most importantly - what to do with very sensitive data, like health results. The threat is that without such standards every manufacturer will implement their own, possibly faulty, mechanisms.

C. Vulnerabilities and Attacks

One of the earliest attack on fitness tracker is done by Rahman et. al [8] using Fitbit. It presents attack on spoofing device sensor, eavesdropping and injecting data between base and web services.

1) Smart Watches: A good overview is provided by HP Fortify and the Internet of Things report [9]. They have evaluated top 10 smartwatches and found that 70% of the firmwares is sent through unencrypted channels, 30% of the devices were vulnerable to Account Harvesting, allowing attackers to guess login credentials and gain access to user account, and as much as 90% of communication(!) could be easily intercepted.

One of the earliest attacks on MDs is presented by Halperin et. al [7] in 2008. This work covers security of externally controllable implanted pacemaker. Kune et. al [10] presented EMI injection attack on medical sensors inside pacemaker, which could trigger unintended operation of medical devices.

In October 2011 Barnaby Jack managed to override the insulin pump’s radio control and its vibrating alert safety feature, enabling to dose a an unaware patient with a lethal amount of insulin [11]. Li et. al [12] also presented an attack on insulin pump with similar result.

The conclusion can be drawn that a significant problem with medical wearables comes from the fact that we are still in the phase of patching together existing devices with embedded computers rather than designing them from the scratch. We have little to no “Security by Design” approach, which is crucial as we are speaking of things that when exploited, more than any others, can threaten human lives.

Wearables mostly inherit Operating Systems from smartphones. That means that whatever could be exploited on one can also be done on the other. Thankfully manufacturers tend to improve their systems and patch the bugs which means that old problems cannot be revisited. However we have already seen report that Google Glass runs Android 4.0.4, which is subject to the adb restore race condition [13].

D. Risks

In his report from 2002, Lipson, presented how the sophistication of attacks developed while the intruders technical knowledge dropped over time [14]. Figure 2 is an extension of the original one with attacks that have become biggest risks to smartphones, like rootkits or location tracking. As can be seen, we believe that there was a brief spike in the requirement in the knowledge of an intruder when a new device type was introduced - it was no longer as obvious as before how to attack it. But we quickly got back to repackaging everything into simple tools and today, it is enough to go on a website that will give you those information, or download a simple package to jailbreak your iPhone.

The risks are directly proportional to what the attacker can gain. In the era of laptops the goal was gaining access to computing power. Distributed attacks were created so that viruses could spread in millions of copies and allow intruders to create a network of computers working to their advantage. Today even the attacker model changed: one is Maffoy, who owns a device and wants to root it. He becomes a hostile actor towards his own device. Second is Mark, who tries to steal data off other devices. And Mark in the world of smartphones will not seek computing power. It is too cheap to buy otherwise. He will want to gain access to PII, most probably to later sell
it to advertising companies or governments. Today it is the information that brings money and is most valuable.

IV. WHEN IT ALL COMES TOGETHER: IoT

Internet of Things (IoT) is not just a combination of various devices connected with each other. The attack surface is not calculated by a simple addition of all attacks known to each of the elements of IoT but a multiplication.

A. Assets

For the purpose of this paper we will focus on a "single user IoT": what happens when we connect wearables with smartphones and laptops. On top of what each of those "things" brings to the table additional assets include:
- communication between devices,
- ability to control one through the others,
- ability access data over another device,
- pervasiveness - even if one device is not there, another will be,
- permissions given to each device.

On the last point: there is no clear way how to negotiate and see sharing data between the devices. It is not necessarily the case that user will agree to tracking on every element of IoT - if so, how should that communicate to the other "things"?

B. Threats

The problem with IoT is that each of its elements is different, yet a security solution must cover it all. The design is influenced by the threat model, device architecture, protocols and interfaces required and power and performance targets. In addition to protecting each element separately, a mechanism of ensuring trust between them has to be deployed. Now, the CIA – Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability has a second level. Each "thing" has to have an identity that can be proven to other devices, it has to act in a predictable way that cannot be altered by an attacker to change the behaviour of the whole system. What follows is that the communication channels between the elements have to be protected from unauthorized access, as well as the data on the devices. Most importantly, it is crucial to ensure a certain separation – so that failure of one "thing" does not compromise the whole system. The devices that comprise IoT are often produced by various vendors and need to communicate, which may create various problems with the protocols: they need to be well examined and understood.

C. Vulnerabilities and Attacks

Security of IoT is a big problem. 80 percent of Amazon’s top 25 best-selling SOHO wireless router models have security vulnerabilities [15]. What is more scary, the same report states that almost one third of IT professionals and 46% of employees do not change the default administrator password on their wireless routers. A big part of IoT threat is that whatever happens the impact will be bigger. There are more devices, more computing power, more data, thus more incentives and more vulnerabilities.

IoT devices are operating in non-traditional area of network, like personal area network (PAN), body area network (BAN) or controller area network (CAN). Like Ubertooth for Bluetooth, KillerBee can decode ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 packets. [16] ZigBee and/or IEEE 802.15.4 is used in home appliances, thermostats, manufacturing systems, medical devices, retail, transportation, etc. KillerBee provides tools to capture and decode 802.15.4 signals, with custom firmware on AVR RZ Raven USB stick as radio device. Choi et. al [17] presented reverse engineering IEEE 802.15.4 based home and transportation appliance using KillerBee.

IoT devices communicating with BLE or other insecure channel share the communication privacy and identity problems [3], [18]. Unlike wearables, IoT devices are designed with infrequent human interaction and longer continuous operation in mind. As a result, security incident reported by IoT devices might not be handled in timely manner, and software patching for security problem could not be possible in some cases where parts are discontinued or a manufacturer has been closed.

V. DEFENSES AND MITIGATIONS

We will now discuss technical countermeasures and design considerations of wearable devices which allow the users to monitor and control the exposure of their private data from the wearable device.

A. Authentication and encryption techniques

Although the main focus of existing literature is on securing MDs [19], we believe that the same defence measures can be applied to other types of wearable devices. One of the first concepts proposed was symmetric-key based authentication methods for distributed access control in wearables [20]. By pre-distributing the keys, the device and any authorized body can easily generate pairwise keys to perform authentication. However, Symmetric Key Cryptography (SKC) based methods suffer from numerous disadvantages [21].

There are SKC-based techniques that do not depend on pre-distributed keys and require additional hardware devices [22]. This out of band secure channels include USB connections [23], infrared [24], visual [25], audio but mean adding extra hardware. This requirement is unrealistic and is against the global trend of device miniaturization.

In Identity Based Encryption (IBE) technique where no prior key distribution is necessary between the users and devicescite [26]. On the other hand, traditional IBE techniques demand heavy computation and are not appropriate for body area networks. To solve this problem authors of [27] provide a lightweight IBE-based access control mechanism built using elliptical curve cryptography (ECC). Its main limitation is that once a certain number of secret keys are leaked, the master key can be compromised. Besides IBE, Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) is also studied in the literature. For example, ciphertext policy ABE was introduced in [28] to allow role-based access control on encrypted data in WBAN’s.
Authentication with non-cryptographic methods such as proximity based, biometric based and channel based methods are also studied in the literature. By extending the Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange protocol the authors in [29] could develop authentication mechanism for co-located devices. Ensemble technique [29] and co-location based pairing scheme [30] also propose proximity based authentication scheme. Ramussen et al. [31] use ultrasonic sound signals to compute the distance between the programmer and IMD. Capkun et al. [32] proposed integrity code which protects the integrity of the messages sent over insecure wireless channel. Golkkota et al. [33] proposed tamper-evident pairing. It assumes infeasibility of signal cancellation, and exploits unidirectional error detection codes to provide message tamper-evidence.

The use of physiological signals (biometric data) for securing wireless medical devices was first introduced in 2003 [34], and later adopted for electro-cardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmogram (PPG) signals by Poon et al. in 2006 [35]. Further, in [36], inter-pulse intervals (IPIs) and heartbeats are potential source for generating secret keys. Besides that, a more robust usage of IPIs with measurement noise for authentication is presented in [37]. However, encryption based on ECG signals is more prominent in the literature [38], [39], because of its higher randomness as compared to other physiological signals (PVs) such as heart rate, glucose level in blood, blood pressure and temperature along with the preceding ones.

In general, due to their unique, random and time-sensitive nature, physiological information can serve as a reliable source for authentication and secret key derivation among the wearable devices. Nevertheless the major drawback is that physiological information is usually accompanied with high amounts of noise and variability. Hence it is difficult to guarantee consistent physiological measurements with same accuracy for sensors located on different positions on human body. Moreover, all physiological parameters do not have the same level of entropy for key generation.

B. Design Considerations

Hitachi’s Business Microscope identity badge, which contains embedded infrared sensors, an accelerometer and a microphone sensor, purports to capture the interaction patterns in the workplace but also the quality of employee collaboration [40]. Monitoring of our emotions, health status and the quality of our human interactions strikes at the very core of our most intimate selves. The interaction medium with the wearable device also has an impact on the user’s privacy. The users capability to modify, perhaps switching the input mode from audio to text would be a possible design modification to enhance privacy.

User privacy is one aspect but the privacy of others around the user is another. With wearable devices, that are seamlessly embodied into undistinguished objects, such as shirt buttons, eyeglass frames, watches it is quite effortless to gather information about others without their awareness [41]. Similarly, users have privacy concerns about location information, primarily because wrist-mounted devices are able to track their position and immediately publish it online in social media applications to a network of contacts. To combat this issue users must be able to choose their desired level of privacy.

Roesner et al. identified potential security issues with wearable devices and explored the problems these devices create in terms of law and policy [42]. Further, researchers have studied several methods to protect privacy in an IoT scenario. Examples of such works include frameworks to design for protocols for communication, privacy focused designs, protocols for anonymous communication, evaluation metrics for privacy and its models. At the same time, the legal frameworks need to adapt to the use of wearables, as they put new requirements on the protection of personal integrity and privacy as well as information security.

It is essential to abide by certain design principles enumerated below, for protecting privacy in the wearable computing environment, as the characteristics of today’s wearables evolve in tandem with the Internet of Things.

- transparent authentication and security mechanisms and device functionalities
- dynamically calibrated privacy rules that provide tight control of what the device does
- user controlled network connection and disconnection
- privilege escalation on the device

Finally, practical implementation of security measures in wearable devices depends on several factors. There is no single method that suits all situations. One needs to collectively consider the application security requirements, system security requirements, hardware/software/physical/power restrictions and the possible tradeoffs among them.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, we built a general model to evaluate any new device on the market based on the past experiences rather than from the scratch. We observed how did the attacks change when smartphones took over the market. We applied the model to predict the future problems that we will see in the wearables. We also presented what we see as the biggest challenges that Internet of Things will face - the multiplication rather than addition of attack vectors. Finally, we discussed what could be the possible defense mechanisms that we should build prior to the attacks.

Among various security measures, authentication and encryption are the crucial steps in building secure communications with the wearables. Additionally we need to develop dynamically calibrated privacy rules to meet individual’s privacy needs and expectations, integrate simple design features so that the wearable device can reflect personal privacy preferences, and call on organizations to enhance their privacy policies with dynamic and interactive data maps and infographics to show relationships in the wearable computing device ecosystem. Finally, it is important to touch on the question of transparency. While security is a problem that can be boiled to meeting a certain standard, sometimes the best we can do in terms of
privacy is being clear about what and when happens on the device. We are lacking mechanisms that inform users that their data is being collected and uploaded in the real time. We see that as the next challenge to the academia.
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Abstract — Smartphones have become a crucial part of our life with their high performance data processing features and ability to access information from anywhere at any time. However, they tend to become inadequate to meet computation intensive operations with their limited battery life and processing capabilities. Mobile cloud computing may be a solution, but Wide Area Network (WAN) latencies and unstable response times of cloud services negatively affect user experiences. In this paper, the cloudlet approach, which offers the cloud services with Local Area Network (LAN) bandwidth, is presented as a possible solution to this problem. A framework, called ICEMobile, is introduced that brings the computation offloading capability to mobile applications. The aim of the ICEMobile framework is to direct application developers in determining which methods need to be offloaded in order to save energy during the mobile execution. The applicability and efficiency of the framework and related optimization model are shown via real life scenarios. The test results reveal that it is possible to save energy up to 98% on the mobile device by using the proposed framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of digital world is correlated with the fulfillment of people’s expectations that can be summarized as accessing technology from anywhere and anytime, called as ubiquitous computing. It is the method of enhancing computer usage by making many computers available throughout the physical environment, but making them effectively invisible to the user [1]. With the increasing mobility of people and the rise of social media, people’s behaviors are changing towards using small and portable personal computers to benefit from vast resources through Internet. On the other hand, the need for intense computation is ever increasing. However, current smartphones are unable to respond these needs because of their limited battery life and CPU power. At this point, cloud computing comes into the scene since it enables retrieving on-demand services from a shared pool of configurable computing resources [2]. Combining ubiquitous computing, mobile computing and cloud computing, a new model, called Mobile Cloud Computing, is developed to bring cloud computing services into the edge to extend resource-rich services on the mobile devices [1].

A cloudlet is a small-scale cloud-like infrastructure, which is located in one hop distance to the mobile user and connected with a high network speed. Cloudlets are fully dedicated to the mobile devices with the aim of executing their resource intensive but latency-sensitive tasks [3]. A mobile device that is connected to a cloudlet benefits from much powerful computing capabilities and unlimited power. These benefits are also valid for distant cloud-based computation; however, in that case it may occur serious time losses due to ambiguous service response times of the cloud and WAN latencies. Therefore, offloading to a distant cloud is not always a solution. The computation or code offloading paradigm means transferring complex tasks to more powerful environments.

In this paper, we develop a framework having code offloading capability and examine three use cases containing computation-intensive operations. The framework involves a decision making engine that analyzes efficiency of the given application. Doing so, we generate the call graph of the program and analyze in detail the time cost of each node and edge. We then test this mechanism with an Android application and a Java based web server, which are connected with the RESTful web services during the execution of three computation-intensive use cases.

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related works in literature. Section 3 introduces the proposed ICEMobile architecture with its optimization model. In Section 4, experiments and results are given. Finally, the last section presents concluding remarks driven from the test results.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The studies in literature that consider the idea of moving the cloud closer have started with the ‘cloudlet’ concept of Satyanarayanan et al. [3]. With the impact of this novel approach, it has recently become a hot topic in mobile cloud computing related research. In this cloudlet model, the cloudlets are at one hop distant to the mobile device, having high bandwidth wireless access. They may be located in coffee’s, airports like wireless hotspots to deliver instant services to the mobile clients. The proposed computation offloading techniques in [3] are virtual machine (VM) migration and dynamic VM synthesis. In VM migration, the entire snapshot of the mobile device is transferred to the cloudlet, while in the second technique, there is a dynamic VM synthesis to reduce the size of the VM snapshot by receiving the delta with the previous VM state. The dynamic VM synthesis technique provides offloading capability for each mobile device, since it transfers the VM of the mobile device rather than platform specific objects. On the other hand, it contains many problems especially related with user experience and lack of a decision engine.
Another research, entitled as MAUI, targets to offload only the computation intensive parts of the mobile application with method-level offloading based on the .NET framework [4]. In this research, a system is proposed, which is capable of making the decision of whether offloading will save energy for each offloadable part of the application. The proposed method-level offloading type is a more fine-grained approach than the VM migration or dynamic VM synthesis. In addition to reducing size of the transferred objects, MAUI also provides an intelligent mechanism targeting to reduce the energy consumption on the mobile device by optimally deciding to offload subject to device and server capabilities and network conditions. However, some of the processes in MAUI framework prevent creating dynamic code offloading environments. The first issue is having the necessity of modification on the application since it seems as a disadvantage comparing to [3]. Secondly, there is not any mechanism for automatically identifying the computation intensive parts of the application.

Another research entitled as CloneCloud, focuses on the application partitioning and thread-level offloading [5]. The VM migration mechanism is used in the background of this study by offloading execution blocks of applications from smartphones to their mirror image running on the server. This framework works as a middleware in Android OS, on the top of Dalvik VM. An advantage of the CloneCloud is that it does not require developers’ modification.

In addition to the previous studies, a research, called Cuckoo, focuses creating a dynamic offloading decision making tool in runtime in Android OS installed smartphones [6]. It presents a system to offload mobile device applications onto a cloud using a Java stub/proxy model. Cuckoo can be offloaded onto any resource that runs the Java VM. In order to use Cuckoo, the applications need to be re-written such that the application supports remote execution as well as local execution. Moreover, it does not contain any optimization when deciding to offload; instead it always offloads when it connects to the cloud. In a recent related work [1], Zhou et al. propose a context-aware offloading decision algorithm that works on a mobile cloud computing offloading system with multiple cloud resources. Their algorithm takes into account the context changes to select the wireless medium to utilize.

The offloading granularity and optimization mechanism of ICEMobile framework are similar to MAUI’s model. However, our approach is typical client/server architecture rather than being a middleware of the device operating system.

III. ICEMOBILE ARCHITECTURE

The focus of our proposed framework ICEMobile is to minimize the energy consumption of the mobile device when computation-intensive functions need to be executed. Doing so, it transfers the resource-intensive code partitions of mobile application to the cloudlet for remote execution. The main purpose is to extend battery life of the mobile device. The energy consumption of the cloudlet is not the concern in this paper, since it is assumed to be continuously fed from the energy sources. The ICEMobile framework architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. It involves Remote Method Invocation (RMI) framework both in the mobile platform and in the cloudlet. In case of cloud-based offloading, it is possible to integrate this framework into the cloud configuration. The advantage of using the nearby cloud in LAN is that it provides higher bandwidth compared to the one in WAN. Besides, it does not require having Internet connection since the cloudlet is ready to satisfy all client needs. In case of need to extra resources, the distant cloud services may be used, but in that case the user experience may be decreased, especially when real-time computation-intensive operations are executed. The essential part of the ICEMobile offloading framework is in the server side, where there is not any limitation on the operating system with the help of JVM technology. The environmental profiling and program analyzing efforts together with the optimization component in the server side enable optimal decision making for offloading. In this architecture, the Profiler and the Analyzer are not executable programs. The developer manually operates them and their outputs are transmitted to Optimization Solver as input. This process is realized automatically in [5]. In addition to these components, the same offloadable methods of the mobile application are also present on the cloudlet to be executed when necessary.
offloading tends to decrease. In order to promote offloading, the application code needs to be modified with the ICEMobile client framework codes. In the server side, a port is specifically reserved for each client. In order to initiate the server, the following two steps are proceeded:

i. A CallHandler is identified. The interface file that keeps the method signatures and the class file that contains the client methods are globally registered to CallHandler.

 ii. CallHandler is bounded by the available port to start listening the environment and respond to the incoming requests.

A. Making the Optimal Offloading Decision

The optimization solver in the ICEMobile framework aims at determining which portions of the application code are better to be offloaded to the remote server in order to use resources more effectively. The decision making procedure is based on the model proposed in [4]. The advantage of offloading in method-level granularity is the ability to transfer only the computation-intensive parts of the application, rather than transferring the full VM snapshot, as in [3]. In the first step of the ICEMobile optimization process, the application is analyzed via its call graph. In order to extract the call graph, static or dynamic analyzers can be used. Next, each node and edge in the call graph is attached with a time and energy cost. The measurements are generated for each of the following three cases:

- Perform all methods on the mobile device and measure the time and energy cost,
- Perform all offloadable methods on the cloudlet and measure the time cost,
- Offload all offloadable methods and measure the time and energy cost.

The energy cost is measured using the Android application called PowerTutor. At the end of the optimization process, the nodes that are better to be offloaded is determined. The offloading variable in the objective function is a binary one that has two values: 0 for not offloading, and 1 for offloading. The given maximization problem is solved by Ipsoolve solver of the R language.

For a given graph \( G=\langle N, E \rangle \), \( N \) represents node and \( E \) represents edge. Each node \( n \in N \) represents a method and edge \( e=(m, n) \) represents an invocation of method \( n \) from \( m \). We annotated each node \( n \in N \) with the energy it takes to execute the method locally \( E_{n}^{l} \). The energy consumption of the cloudlet is not considered. The time that a node takes to execute the method locally is shown by \( T_{n}^{l} \), and the time that a node takes to execute the method remotely is specified by \( T_{n}^{r} \). Each edge is annotated as \( e=(m, n) \). The time it takes to transfer the necessary program state is given by \( B_{m,n} \) when \( m \) calls \( n \) and the energy cost of transferring that state is annotated as \( C_{m,n} \). The binary parameter \( r_{n} \) indicates whether the node \( n \) is offloadable or not.

The 0-1 integer programming function of ICEMobile is shown in the equations (1), (2) and (3) [4]. The objective is to maximize the energy savings in the mobile device (1).

The optimization solver determines the offloading variables \( I_{n} \) that is the indicator variable of offloading decision for each node. As a result of the optimization, if \( I_{n} \) is equal to 0, it means that the method will not be offloaded and if \( I_{n} \) is equal to 1, the method will be offloaded and it will result in saving energy.

\[
\max \sum_{n \in N} I_{n} E_{n}^{l} - \sum_{(m,n) \in E} |I_{m} - I_{n}| C_{m,n} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{s.t.} \quad \sum_{n \in N} (1-I_{n}) T_{n}^{r} + (I_{n} T_{n}^{r}) + \sum_{(m,n) \in E} |I_{m} - I_{n}| B_{m,n} \leq L \quad (2)
\]

\[
I_{n} \leq r_{n}, \forall n \in N \quad (3)
\]

The ICEMobile client framework contains the RMI interfaces presenting the signatures of the offloadable methods and the necessary codes building a connection with the cloudlet. It requires adding the necessary code at the beginning of each offloadable method. The ICEMobileDecisionMap object contains the offloading decision of each offloadable method. It is obtained from the optimization result text file, kept into the mobile device memory, and in the form of a Java Hash Map object having <key, value> pairs.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Hardware and Software Specifications of the Implementation Environment

The backend server is a computer with 4 cores of Intel i7 4th generation x64 microprocessor and a RAM with 8GB DDR3 capacity. Apache Tomcat provides the web server functionality by listening incoming requests. As the mobile client device, we used an LG G3 smartphone having Android Kitkat 4.4.2 OS, a Qualcomm Snapdragon 801 microprocessor with quad core processors hardware and 3GB RAM. In order to create client/server communication, we included the Lipe-RMI for RMI-based offloading. In all of our three implementations, the mobile device and the server are connected to the same LAN. The bandwidth measurement tests reveal that LAN bandwidth is approximately 64% higher than the WAN bandwidth.

B. Scenarios with Mathematical Calculations

As the first demonstrative numerical example, in the client side, we implemented several matrix operations, including matrix creation with random values, addition, multiplication, division and inverse operations at matrices of different sizes. These mathematical operations use JScience mathematical library. In the server side, we developed backend server software in Java, which contains the same methods of the Android application with the same JScience library.

Fig. 2 depicts the call graph of these implementations. The first node initiates the application flow after getting an input from the user. The vertical flows are differentiated based on the matrix size. Among all the operations, matrix
creation and matrix addition were found as the easiest operations to be completed by the device. On the other hand, there is a significant challenge when mobile devices perform multiplication, division and inverse operations.

![Image of a call graph of matrices calculations](image-url)

**Figure 2. Call Graph of Matrices Calculations**

**TABLE I. MEASURED TIME AND ENERGY COSTS OF THE COMPARISON OF OBTAINED ENERGY EFFICIENCY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>node id</th>
<th>(T_{m}^{i})</th>
<th>(T_{n}^{i})</th>
<th>(B_{m,n})</th>
<th>(E_{m}^{i})</th>
<th>(C_{m,n})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>114.6</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>72699</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>2515</td>
<td>44556</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>73206</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>1832</td>
<td>42350</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30260</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>19200</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>29539</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>15950</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8643</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8889</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each scenario with different matrix size, we measured time and energy costs of each component of the call graph (Table 1). \(T_{m}^{i}\) represents the time that a node takes to execute the method locally, while \(T_{n}^{i}\) identifies the time that a node takes to execute the method remotely. \(B_{m,n}\) describes the time that is required to transfer the necessary program state when \(m\) calls \(n\). \(E_{m}^{i}\) shows the energy required to execute the method locally for each node \(n\), \(n \in N\). \(C_{m,n}\) represents the energy that is required to transfer the necessary program state when \(m\) calls \(n\). We generated two different scenarios. In the first one, all of the nodes are marked as offloadable except the root node; while in the second one several nodes are marked as non-offloadable.

**Scenario 1: Unconstrained Offloading**

For this case, we mark all the nodes as offloadable except the first one. If a node requires taking user input or accessing to a native device component, that node cannot be offloaded. For this scenario, the optimization solver resulted that it is better to offload 16 of 21 nodes to have maximum energy saving on mobile device. In that case, the nodes 3, 8, 13 and 18 will be offloaded to the cloudlet, together with their consecutive invocations. Since the objective is to maximize the energy saving in mobile device, even though the time performances of mobile device and cloudlet are equal to each other for any node, the optimization solver prefers offloading.

**TABLE II. COMPARISON OF OBTAINED ENERGY EFFICIENCY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Energy Cost (mJ)</th>
<th>The Energy Gain (mJ)</th>
<th>Percentage of Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without Offloading</td>
<td>132,906</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconstrained Offloading</td>
<td>2,874</td>
<td>130,032</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constrained Offloading</td>
<td>72,826</td>
<td>60,080</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optimization function starts to offload with the lightweight nodes instead of the nodes having high energy cost while transferring. After transferring the node with lowest cost, the consecutive ones will not consume any energy, since they are already on the cloudlet, so they will be operated on the cloudlet. This example shows that the optimization function examines all of the nodes in high level, rather than considering it node by node. Since the set of mathematical operations are the same in each vertical flow with different size of matrices, the pattern is occurred in the same way. We can conclude that the position of the nodes and their invocations have significant effects on the offloading decision.

**Scenario 2: Constrained Offloading**

In order to discover the effect of node offloadability, we modified the first scenario by marking the nodes of 5, 10, 15 and 20 as not-offloadable in addition to the node 1. In this case, since the former methods of non-offloadable nodes are not resource-intensive, the optimization function decides offloading their consecutive nodes (6, 11, 16 and 21), which are relatively heavy tasks for the mobile device.

For these two scenarios, the total costs and obtained energy gains are summarized in Table 2. The total cost represents the sum of energy weights, when there is a mobile processing. The energy gain describes obtained energy saving via offloading. As a result, we observe that it is possible to achieve an energy saving up to 98% in
unconstrained offloading and 45% in constrained offloading by integrating ICEMobile framework on the mobile device.

C. Scenarios with Face Detection

This is one of the most commonly applied scenarios for the mobile cloud computing, that identifies human faces in a given photo. Even though it seems as a quite simple image processing operation, it may become a highly computation-intensive operation proportional to the image resolution. As image processing library, we use the native Android FFTE face detection API. Our reason for choosing FFTE rather than OpenCV Android SDK is that the APIs of OpenCV do not detect faces of a static image. Instead, they make the face detection when there is an actual streaming on the camera [7]. Fig. 3 shows the screenshot of our developed Android application. The user selects a photo from the hard drive and then selects face detection function. The operation is performed on mobile device or on synchronized cloudlet. Then, the faces are identified with green rectangles based on their coordinate values. In the right side of the screen, the time cost is shown together with the detailed information about the call graph.

![Figure 3. Screenshot of Face Detection Application](image)

As the example, an image containing four human faces is chosen and it is resized to obtain multiple images of different size of pixels. The main reason of duplicating an image in different sizes is to eliminate other parameters, such as RGB values of the pixels, which could affect the test performance. Table 3 summarizes general properties of the images. In the table, the total number of pixels describes the multiplication of the width and height values.

The proposed offloading capability is integrated into the face detection application (Fig. 4). The figure represents the flow of on-device and cloudlet-based processing. The first and last nodes of two processing types are the same. However, in the second node of cloudlet-based processing \((B')\), there is a conversion to raw data with Base64 encoding before transmitting the image data. Then in node \(C'\), the necessary initializations for socket, REST or RMI are completed. The node \(C''\) is the only node that is executed on the cloudlet and performs decoding and face detection operation. At the end of its execution, node \(C''\) sends obtained results back to the mobile device.

![Figure 4. Call Graph Transformation of Face Detection](image)

### Table III. Images With Different Dimensions for Face Detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Total # of Pixels</th>
<th>Size on Disk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image1</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>0.3 M</td>
<td>102 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image2</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1.3 M</td>
<td>321 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image3</td>
<td>2880</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>5.5 M</td>
<td>980 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image4</td>
<td>5760</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>22.1 M</td>
<td>3410 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tests of on-device processing reveal that the execution of native Android FFTE method takes more than 80% of total energy consumption. Since it is a native function, we are unable to partition this function to obtain a balanced distribution. As a result, we concluded that this use case is not ideal for optimization-based offloading. Fig. 5 shows that offloading will save energy for the images that are larger than 0.3 megapixels. We made use of this scenario to analyze different client/server communication techniques including Java sockets, RESTful Web Services and LipeRMI to explore the most efficient offloading model.

REST, socket and RMI-based communications are amongst the well-known offloading techniques. In order to compare the time and energy consumption of these communication types, we isolated the data transmission process of the use case, which starts by sending the data packet from client to server and finishes by receiving it back from server. (i.e., the edges \(B'\rightarrow C'\) and \(C''\rightarrow D\) in Fig. 4).

We executed the operations for 10 times, and calculated the average of measured values. The energy consumption is measured in mW, and the time is measured in ms. As a result, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we observe that REST and socket-based offloading consume nearly the same amount of time and energy. Lipe-RMI is found more costly than REST and socket-based communications, besides its advantages of offloading.
As another use case, the ICEMobile framework is integrated into the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) application. The face detection and OCR are similar scenarios due to the fact that there is an image processing in each use case by using native functions. Hence, their call graph transformation is generated similarly (Fig. 4). The tests of on-device processing reveal that the execution of the nativeGetUTF8Text operation takes nearly 90% of total time and energy cost. It is much higher than the face detection operation, because there is not any painting operation on the image in OCR. Since Tesseract is not a Java-based library, we are unable to get into the structure of its API (nativeGetUTF8Text), and it becomes impossible to obtain a balanced distribution. We concluded that, the optimization model is not needed for this use case. Fig. 8 shows that offloading will save energy for images having more than 600 characters.

V. Conclusion

In this research, we first presented the challenges in mobile cloud computing and then focused on the usage of cloudlets as a solution for increasing energy efficiency of mobile devices. Cloudlets enable time and energy efficiency compared to distant clouds during the execution of computation-intensive tasks. In this paper, we implemented a lightweight RMI-based computation offloading in Java-based client and server. In order to examine the applicability of the proposed framework, we created three groups of synthetic test scenarios. Related call graphs are generated for each scenario. Detailed energy consumption analysis is done using a mobile application, PowerTutor. These values are utilized as the input of the optimization function. The results show that ICEMobile allows saving up to 98% of energy on mobile devices in specific cases, together with keeping the level of mobile user experience.
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Abstract—According to people stay inside longer, an importance of Facility Management (FM) is getting higher. This is one of main factor relating a cost reduction. Building Information Modeling (BIM) contains object-based geometry & property data, and it is able to offer the personalized data with 3D viewing. This research relates BIM what is dealing with indoor data to Geographic Information System (GIS) what is dealing with outdoor data. Based on this, the research proposes an application scenario of BIM-GIS test-bed implementation for FM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the cost of maintenance after completion in a life cycle of building has been significant as to building owner and resident as well as the cost until completion. Even the well-constructed building, which is substantial and designed fashionably is important, to manage and operate building effectively after completion is one of the main factors relating to the long-term cost directly [1]. So, the various cases and studies about Facility Management (FM) system of existed buildings have been increasing.

The integration between Building Information Modeling (BIM) data including geometry/property information and Geometry Information System (GIS) including location information is appropriate to operate FM data based on city/building. It offers an object-based 3D visualization data and supports an easy operation management for sites, which includes several facilities on map-based system. BIM on GIS platform, which has been developed at Korea Institute of Civil Engineering and Building Technology (KICT), provides these services and it can handle the securement of data interoperability BIM and GIS, the visualization of 3D data, the light-weight algorithm for large scale data, and others [2][3].

This study builds the test-bed for substantiation of developed technology, and proposes the scenario for FM with BIM on GIS platform, as shown in Fig. 1. It aims four goals: BIM-GIS DB structure, BIM-GIS based 3D BIM modeling, Application scenario using BIM-GIS test-bed and verification & test-bed operation. These technologies are implemented on ‘BIM on GIS platform’, in Section 3.

In Section 2, we analyzed a research trends: BIM/GIS integration and BIM-based FM in domestic/abroad. In Section 3, BIM on GIS platform was introduced, which has been developed at KICT for 5 years, and it is a foundation of this research. In Section 4, we constructed BIM/GIS test-bed, and it was processed as follow, 1) modeling of geometry and property data, 2) construction of BIM/GIS FM DB, and 3) shooting UAV and construction of true ortho-images. In Section 5, we designed of use-case scenario for facility management, firefighting and energy consumption. Finally Conclusion and Future work were proposed.

II. RESEARCH TRENDS

This study analyzed the research trends of BIM/GIS integration and BIM-based FM in domestic/abroad. Kang, T. W. et al [4] studied the software architecture for effective BIM/GIS based facility management data integration. For interoperability between two different data, it proposes BIM/GIS-based information for Extract, Transform, and Load architecture and tested it. Berlo, L. van et al [5] developed the CityGML GeoBIM Extension to get semantic IFC data into GIS context for integration of BIM and GIS. Niu, S. et al [6] proposed the solutions for data conversion of integration between BIM and GIS, and developed a BIM/GIS integrated web-based building energy data...

Most of above researches approaches focus preponderantly the development of algorithm for enhancing interoperability BIM/GIS and the process or framework of BIM-based FM. According to increase of the importance for maintenance, there are various attempts to improve the problem about existing inefficient FM process. Thus, in this study, we have two goals, one is to construct the test-bed targeting real site by BIM modeling software (Revit Architecture) and verify it with BIM on GIS platform [2][3]. The next step is to extend availability of FM with scenarios.

III. INTRODUCTION OF BIM ON GIS PLATFORM

ICT Convergence and Integration Research Institute, KICT has been performing the study “Development of Open Platform for Interoperability between BIM and GIS” (2012.01~2016.12, total 5 years), which is one of main researches in KICT. This study develops BIM on GIS platform based on open source. Also, the element technology and information flow, which can apply indoor/outdoor spatial data effectively to the phase after construction are developed through 3D spatial data establishment for facility management and operation (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).

In Korea, recently, several government agencies and institutions like Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Seoul Metropolitan Government, Ministry of Public Safety and Security, Korea Land & Housing Corporation, and so on have made plans and tried to offer useful services integrating BIM for indoor spatial data and GIS for outdoor (city) data. As there are growing interests in the availability of BIM on GIS platform technology, and the use-case and possibility are required through this study.

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF BIM/GIS TEST-BED

For location of test-bed, we decided three places: main headquarter of KICT where is mainly composed of official buildings and facilities, and Fire Research Institute and Ricer Experiment Center where are composed of test laboratories & test buildings. Each place was planned for BIM/GIS modeling, working process of DB construction and development of operating technology.

First of all, 3D architectural modeling data was designed with data gathering and field survey based on existing 2D drawing plan, documents of facility history management. Also MEP and main research equipment were modeled with 3D BIM/GIS data. Then to visualize the effective 3D model, we shoot aerial images and built DSM data, and completed the test-bed modeling. The architecture of BIM/GIS test-bed was processed as follow, 1) modeling of geometry and property data, 2) construction of BIM/GIS FM DB, and 3) shooting UAV and construction of true ortho-images.

A. Modeling of BIM/GIS geometry/property data and FM-DB Construction

Beginning construction of satellite/aerial image, which was based on the platform, we worked the confirmation of site boundary/name, POI, standard classification system, basic property data, site survey, and actual images. Then based on these, we modeled BIM main data and building shape data with texturing according to Level of Detail (LOD). After that, main MEP and structure BIM modeling was worked, and all data was exchanged to Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), which BIM standard format for data verification. Finally through data converting, last data was loaded on BIM on GIS platform with inner format for interoperability.

Fig. 3 shows the modeling process of BIM/GIS property data based on 3D architectural drawing. 3D BIM data was designed by 2D drawing and existed FM data. About the parts of non-updated like newly-built, extension, remodeling, we took photos with camera and drone. In the case of property data, we selected the main tasks among various FM works (space, clean and security, outsourcing, energy, material, movement, etc.), and connected data for operation, maintenance, asset with FM code system based on object and space. The DB structure was built with managing data.
(position data, spatial data, property data, equipment data, history data, etc.) by object and space, and saved at integrated DB for FM. Fig. 4 is an output of mapping images.

B. Mapping UAV and True ortho-images

The texturing of building shape like Google Earth, V-World makes BIM modeling image more realistic than before. To relate Image data by drone, shooting UAV and field survey to above BIM/GIS modeling data, we produced texture map with edited photography/distorted images. Finally, BIM/GIS modeling data and well-made image data were matched together.

V. DESIGN OF USE-CASE SCENARIO

Test-bed for BIM on GIS platform is able to manage by BIM object unit. This study reflected user requirements from KICT FM manager in priority to develop the system, which is adaptable in working-level. We discussed with FM team periodically about a current working process and designed the useful scenario based on this.

Data acquisition and deduction of requirements were much important to object-based FM system. We adopted many issues from analysis of other FM systems; therefore, designed the scenarios for long-term application. The scenarios would be proposed for three phases: FM, Firefighting, and Energy.

A. Facility Management

The scenario for facility management is as follows. To design it, we checked current KICT situation and FM process targeting KICT headquarter with FM manager. DB was constructed according to each work based on field survey, and FM data would be managed by space/floor/building unit (Fig. 5).

B. Firefighting

The scenario for facility firefighting can provide data of relevant building and site to fire department before they arrive at site, and it makes them to handle the place quickly with advance information. When a fire breaks out in the KICT headquarter, the alarm and warning sign operate, and firefighting system in BIM on GIS platform shows the spot (building) where the accident takes place automatically.

This can search and show data depending on user’s objective systematically by applying hierarchical order of space-floor-building-area (Fig. 6). And also based on existing KICT portal system, the scenario makes FM manager to Search/Read/Edit/Check with fundamental basic functions. The general users including FM manager can control a room schedule, a history management of joint equipment, site navigation, remodeling plan of institute, and so on because of object-oriented BIM modeling data. This FM process and FM system based on platform will be affiliated with KICT main system.

A. Facility Management

The scenario for facility management is as follows. To design it, we checked current KICT situation and FM process targeting KICT headquarter with FM manager. DB was constructed according to each work based on field survey, and FM data would be managed by space/floor/building unit (Fig. 5).

B. Firefighting

The scenario for facility firefighting can provide data of relevant building and site to fire department before they arrive at site, and it makes them to handle the place quickly with advance information. When a fire breaks out in the KICT headquarter, the alarm and warning sign operate, and firefighting system in BIM on GIS platform shows the spot (building) where the accident takes place automatically.

This can search and show data depending on user’s objective systematically by applying hierarchical order of space-floor-building-area (Fig. 6). And also based on existing KICT portal system, the scenario makes FM manager to Search/Read/Edit/Check with fundamental basic functions. The general users including FM manager can control a room schedule, a history management of joint equipment, site navigation, remodeling plan of institute, and so on because of object-oriented BIM modeling data. This FM process and FM system based on platform will be affiliated with KICT main system.
are transmitted from BIM on GIS platform to firefighters as soon as case of fire.

This special model is composed of main structure objects from general 3D model with algorithm. As the purpose of data application, the structural model is able to visualize by objects and 2D/3D drawing of relating floors. Also this system analyzes and informs the path of emergency exit route from the spot to people. The simulation for fire drill usually can be worked.

C. Energy consumption

This scenario is for visualizing the energy consumption of each building in test-bed through sensors, which are situated at buildings before. When user converts a default mode into an energy consumption mode, basically the number of consumption is shown by sites with table or graph (Fig. 8). As selecting the site where the user wants to manage, the results are monitored in real time with space/floor/building/site for usage.

![Figure 8. Searching for energy consumption of buildings](image)

When a problem of sensor, energy manager can confirm the position of sensors with 3D model directly and take a measure soon. Also in case of unusual symptom for some building, this system can help the manager figuring out reasons with last statistics data (consumption number, records, etc.).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study designed the test-bed for verification of BIM on GIS platform application and considered the use-case scenario for FM, firefighting, and energy consumption. In the future, as well as BIM on GIS platform, the needs of indoor spatial data are expected to rise integrating with VR/AR, smart city, etc. The most important thing is what users want to do. Considering the specific purposes of users as well as various fields requiring indoor-outdoor spatial data, the system has to apply and develop.
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Abstract - Internet of Things is a novel paradigm that foresees Internet-connected devices generating constantly new data using sensors/actuators. The gathered data from various sources facilitates new ways of integration and operations that are essential for developing systems, such as intelligent transportation management. Intelligently managing an infrastructure like traffic systems is expected to contribute to overall safety, economical development and environmental sustainability. However, its success depends on users’ willingness to share with and use data provided by the platform. Therefore, there should be mechanisms to be put in place, which will motivate latent customers/contributors and furthermore manage efficiently the flow of data on possibly stringent network conditions. Smart data pricing, a concept that aims to give users the right economic incentives and manage network congestion in high demand periods, is providing an effective solution for this problem. In this paper, models based on game theory is used to deal with data pricing. The applied model takes into account the level of service quality and the sensitivity of the customers on price levels and quality. The applicability of the proposed methodology is demonstrated via a case study.

Keywords - Internet of Things; dynamic pricing; game theory; mobile cloud computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT), a revolutionizing approach foreseeing “smart, connected” products is promising its early adaptors new competitive opportunities and is seen as a disruptive technology [1]. There are several prominent organizations, such as Google, General Electric, Amazon, Samsung, etc. coming with their own view of the concept. It is basically a new model that has its roots based on ever advancing wireless communications along with the artificial intelligence framework that is expected to enhance the experience of the users. From the end users’ perspective, the whole experience of IoT should contribute especially in areas of assisted living, e-health, enhanced learning and from the business users’ perspective in fields, such as automation, industrial manufacturing, logistics, business/process management, intelligent transportation of people and goods [2].

As it is with every newly emerging technology, the IoT vision requires that organizations should develop beyond traditional mobile computing scenarios and propose products that should connect everyday existing objects and embed somehow intelligence into their offerings [3]. As proposed by [3], IoT demands: (1) a shared understanding of the situation of its users and their appliances, (2) software architectures and pervasive communication networks to process and convey the contextual information to where it is relevant, and (3) the analytics tools in the IoT that aim for autonomous and smart behavior. If the organizations are able to deliver in all these aspects the desired smart connectivity and context-aware computation should be the outcome.

Intelligent transportation systems enriched with IoT as suggested by Ibanez et al. [4] aim to achieve goals, such as safety and personal security, access and mobility, environmental sustainability, and economical development through minimizing CO2 emissions, improving traffic efficiency, and road safety, as well as reducing vehicle wear, transportation times and fuel consumption. However, developing such a framework necessitates integration of information and communication technologies that are usually treated as independent silos of automation. Prospects of possible integration anticipates large amount of data to be collected, processed and fed back on real-time if possible to the users’ of the system. The main challenge for the adaptation of intelligent transportation systems is in the implementation of adequate and necessary technologies and infrastructures in vehicles, roads, streets and avenues [4].

However, new business opportunities created through processed information and delivered as a service to customers, may establish new revenue streams for service providers [5]. Effectively managing information and keeping quality of service levels under control in case of constrained network conditions necessitates new approaches, such as smart data pricing. Smart data pricing, a mechanism aiming to understand users’ behaviors and adapting to different network traffic conditions is believed to be a solution for creating economic models for computing optimized prices [6]. Accordingly, service providers will have to develop economic models for price competition that should adapt to customers’ expectations and network conditions.

In this work, an economic model for price competition among service provider in transportation networks is proposed. The model aims to analyze consumers’ behaviors
to changing prices and quality levels and tries to optimize service providers’ revenues. The proposed framework is based on mathematical models of game theory.

The case study used to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed methodology defines different scenarios. The aim is to examine the effect of different behaviors on the pricing and depict actions that should maximize revenue of the service providers.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 related literature is given. Section 3 briefly describes the methodologies that constitute the proposed framework. The steps and details of the implementation into the intelligent transportation management problem is given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Internet of Things related literature covers different aspects of the topic, ranging from enabling technologies to protocols and possible application scenarios. Similarly, intelligent transportation systems related problems and propositions are very popular among research community. Some of the recent work that constituted the base of this study is presented in this section.

In their work, Ibáñez et al. [4] presented emerging technologies, such as connected vehicles, wireless technologies, etc. that will complement intelligent transportation systems. They showed using examples how cloud computing complements the development of transportation systems. They also discussed how IoT will contribute to seamless integration of different systems with the intention of more sustainable transportation solutions and improved road safety.

Niyato et al. [7] introduced an overview of IoT, its architecture, benefits and business models and proposed smart data pricing for IoT systems and services. They suggested a pricing scheme for IoT service providers taking into account sensing data buying and service subscription with bundling. They found out that in case of a coalition, multiple service providers could achieve a higher profit level.

Hoang and Niyato [5] developed an economic model for competitive pricing problem among information service providers in an Internet-of-Vehicle environment. They proposed a competitive repetitive game model to obtain prices for providers through Nash equilibrium solution. Using simulation results, they assessed the efficiency of their solution.

Sen et al. [6] proposed smart data pricing mechanisms to avoid network congestion by creating incentives to modify user behavior or shift demand to less congested times or to supplementary networks. They discussed two different scenarios: time-dependent pricing and traffic offloading and foreseen smart data pricing applied to machine-to-machine communication and IoT setting.

III. THE METHODOLOGY

Smart data pricing concept describes pricing options applied by service providers to replace traditional flat-rate model. Typical models make use of mechanisms, such as, usage-based pricing / metering / throttling / capping, time / location / congestion-dependent pricing, app based pricing / sponsored access, Paris metro pricing, quota-aware content distribution, reverse billing or sponsored content [6]. Dynamic pricing approach as part of smart data pricing enables real-time pricing changes and ability to respond to network congestion and fluctuations in quality of experience of the users’ of the system.

However, setting prices without considering the reactions of competition possibly underestimates the market share and utilities of service providers. However, answering questions like: “How can we decide what action to choose in a competitive environment?” and “What are other companies doing?” requires study of market conditions and behaviors of actors in the market [8].

Game theory defined as the formal study of conflict and cooperation provides a language to formulate, structure, analyze and understand strategic scenarios [9]. Game theory framework consists of theoretical methods of microeconomic origin and are used in many other areas of the economy and in a range of other social and behavioral sciences [10].

The basic requirements for establishing a game theoretical model necessitates definition of players, their preferences, their information, strategic actions available to them, and how they influence the outcome. At this point whether or not the players have the inclination or possibility of cooperation should also be defined.

There are several assumptions made at this stage and one of the most common one is that players are considered as rational. A rational player is defined as the one who always chooses an action that gives the result that is most preferred considering the expected reactions of its opponents.

The approach applied in this paper assumes non-cooperative games with rational actors. In game theory, typically solution approaches are based on Nash equilibrium concept, which is used to analyze the outcome of the strategic interaction of several decision makers. The Nash equilibrium tries to predict what will happen if several persons or institutions are making decisions at the same time, and if the result depends on the decisions of others. After having chosen strategies, no player should benefit by reconsidering his strategy while the other players keep all their strategies unchanged. If this is the case, the current set of strategic choices and corresponding utilities represent Nash equilibrium.

IV. DATA PRICING FRAMEWORK

A. Proposed Model

The game theoretical framework used in this paper is based on researches of İşkılarp Alptekin and Bener [11] [12] and Demirci and Alptekin [13], who applied the same framework to revenue management in e-commerce. In their work İşkılarp Alptekin and Bener [11] [12] considered short term sub-lease of unutilized spectrum bands to different service providers using a non-cooperative game theoretical model. As outcome of the game, they calculated the optimum prices of the offered frequency bands subject to QoS constraints. They concluded that the demand models must be
chosen with great care, since the choice of its parameters has profound implications for the market equilibrium. Based on their research, the pricing problem for intelligent transportation system is formed as follows:

**Players:** data based service provider in intelligent transportation network  
**Actions and strategies:** The choice of the price offering based on quality of experience levels

The main assumption of the model is service providers are competing with each other non-cooperatively and independently. The possible actions are defined as: the price of the service provided along with its quality level. The decision of the service providers and also the consumers are affected by the action of other service providers. The aim for the providers is typically profit maximization.

As mentioned in the previous section, game theoretical models are in search of a focal point, from which no player would deviate, i.e., a Nash equilibrium.

The pricing strategy set consists of a set of N service providers, \( SP_i \), designated by \( i = \{1, 2, ..., N\} \). Each company has to define two sets of parameters: \((p, q) \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{2N} \). \( p = \{p_{1k}, p_{2k}, ..., p_{Nk}\} \) is the price vector and \( p_k \) is the price that \( SP_k \) charges for each service provided to \( k^{th} \) customer. The prices may be based on cloud resources used or value-added data services provided. \( q = \{q_{1k}, q_{2k}, ..., q_{Nk}\} \), is the experienced quality level of the services, where \( q_{ik} \) measures the quality offered by \( SP_k \) to \( k^{th} \) customer.

The demand for each service provider is represented with \( D_i(p, q) : \mathbb{R}_{+}^{2N} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{+} \). The model assumes that the demand of \( SP_i \) depends not only on its own parameters \( p_i \) and \( q_i \), but also on the prices and quality level offered by its competitors. The utility function is defined as \( U_i(p, q) : \mathbb{R}_{+}^{2N} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{+} \). The strategy space of \( S_i = \{(p_i, q_i) : 0 \leq p_{i \min} \leq p_i \leq p_{i \max} ; 0 \leq q_{i \min} \leq q_i \leq q_{i \max}\} \) \( i \in \{1,2,...,N\} \) (1)

As suggested by [11], beyond some maximum price, demand will be zero whatever the prices and QoS levels of competitors are. Accordingly, the service provider has to define an upper bound on price. The lower bound is set so as to keep the net profit of the SP positive.

In this model, we assume that the average demand is linear in prices and thus given as a linear demand function in the following form [11]:

\[
D_{ik}(p, q) = a_{ik} - b_{ik} \cdot p_i + \sum_{j \in \mathbb{S} : i \neq j} c_{ijkl} \cdot p_{jk} + \beta_{ik} \cdot q_i - \sum_{j \neq i} c_{ijkl} \cdot Y_{ijkl} \cdot q_{jk} \geq 0 \]  

(2)

with \( a_{ik} \) defined as the base demand of \( k^{th} \) customer from \( i^{th} \) service provider and \( b_{ik}, c_{ijkl}, \beta_{ik}, Y_{ijkl} \) are positive constants representing the extent to which customers are affected by changes in the price and quality. \( c_{ijkl} \) is the measure that shows how the \( k^{th} \) customer is influenced by the price of \( SP_i \) to the \( k^{th} \) costumer when \( h^{th} \) customer is served by \( SP_k \). The constants \( b \) and \( c \) should satisfy the following condition:

\[
b_{ik} > \sum_{j \neq i} c_{ijkl}, i,j \in I \text{ and } k,l \in I \]  

(3)

The condition requires that the influence of a service providers’ own price is larger on its own demand than the prices of its competitors. This is the typical scenario under the assumptions of loyalty or the imperfect knowledge of competitors’ prices.

The demand function defined in the model assumes that the customers are aware of the service quality they are receiving and therefore are sensitive to quality changes. The parameters reflecting the sensibility to experienced quality levels are defined with parameters \( q_i \) and \( q_{jk} \), respectively. An objective calculation of the quality parameters should include service related performance metrics, such as bandwidth, response times, and resources dedicated to user, etc. In this paper, an experienced service level will be used for demonstration purposes.

Having defined the quality related parameters, the revenue of a service provider is calculated by multiplying its price with its demand:

\[
U_i(p, q) = p_i \cdot D_i(p, q) \]  

(4)

When the demand function is replaced with the equation 2:

\[
U_i(p, q) = p_i \cdot \left( a_{ik} - b_{ik} \cdot p_i + \sum_{j \in \mathbb{S} : i \neq j} c_{ijkl} \cdot p_{jk} + \beta_{ik} \cdot q_i - \sum_{j \neq i} c_{ijkl} \cdot Y_{ijkl} \cdot q_{jk} \right) \]  

(5)

At this stage, the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium among service providers has to be proven.

As defined by [11], a single-parameter Nash equilibrium in \( p \) at \( q \) is the vector \( p^* \) that solves for all \( i \):

\[
U_i(p^*, q) = \max_{p_i \in \mathbb{R}_{+}} U_i(p_{i1}, ..., p_{i(l-1)}, p_{i(l+1)}k, p_{iNk}, q) \]  

(6)

In order to prove the Nash equilibrium the supermodularity of the game has to be shown. Supermodular games require that when a player takes additional actions, others want to do the same. The game \( G \) is defined to be supermodular if the following conditions are met [11]:

\[
S_n = [\sqrt{y_{\min}}, \sqrt{y_{\max}}] = \{x \mid y_{\min} \leq x \leq y_{\max}\} \]  

(7)

\( f_n \) is twice continuously differentiable on \( S_n \):

\[
\frac{\partial^2 f_n}{\partial x_i \partial x_j} \geq 0 \text{ for all } n \text{ and all } 1 \leq i < j \leq N; \]  

\[
\frac{\partial^2 f_n}{\partial x_i \partial x_m} \geq 0 \text{ for all } n \neq m, 1 \leq i \leq N \text{ and } 1 \leq j \leq M. \]
A pure Nash equilibrium is a strategy tuple \( x = (x_n; n \in N) \), such that each \( x_n \) maximise \( f(x_n, x_{-n}) \) over \( S_n \). The strategic feasible set of the game is defined using the following formulation [11]:

\[
S_i = \{p_i; 0 \leq p_{\text{min}} \leq p_i \leq p_{\text{max}}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N\} \tag{8}\]

The partial derivatives of the utility function for prices and quality levels are calculated and given as:

\[
\frac{\partial u_i(p,q)}{\partial p_i} = D_i(p,q) - b_i p_i \tag{9}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_i(p,q)}{\partial p_i^2} = -2b_i \leq 0 \tag{10}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u_i(p,q)}{\partial q_i} = \beta_i p_i \tag{11}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_i(p,q)}{\partial q_i^2} = 0 \leq 0 \tag{12}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_i(p,q)}{\partial p_i \partial p_j} = \sum_{j \neq i} c_{ij} \geq 0 \tag{13}
\]

In order to find the prices that maximizes revenue, the derivative of the utility function is taken and set equal to zero:

\[
\frac{\partial u_i(p,q)}{\partial p_i} = D_i(p,q) + p_i(-b_i) = 0 \tag{14}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u_i(p,q)}{\partial p_i} = a_i - b_i p_i + \sum_{j \neq i \neq j} c_{ij} p_j + \beta_i q_i - \sum_{j \neq i \neq j} Y_{ij} q_j - b_i p_i = 0 \tag{15}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u_i(p,q)}{\partial p_i} = a_i - 2 b_i p_i + \sum_{j \neq i \neq j} c_{ij} p_j + \beta_i q_i - \sum_{j \neq i \neq j} Y_{ij} q_j = 0 \tag{16}
\]

\[
2 b_i p_i - \sum_{j \neq i \neq j} c_{ij} p_j = a_i + \beta_i q_i - \sum_{j \neq i \neq j} Y_{ij} q_j \tag{17}
\]

As a linear system of equation in \( p \), the equations can be represented in a matrix form.

\[
Ap = \begin{bmatrix} a_i + b_i q_i - \sum_{j \neq i \neq j} Y_{ij} q_j \end{bmatrix} \tag{18}
\]

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} 2 b_1 & -c_{12} & \cdots & -c_{1N} \\ -c_{N-1,1} & \ddots & \ddots & \cdots \\ -c_{1N} & \cdots & -c_{N-1,N} & 2 b_N \end{bmatrix} = \Phi (1 - T) \tag{19}
\]

\[
\Phi = \text{diag}(2 b_1, 2 b_2, \ldots, 2 b_N) \tag{20}
\]

\[
T = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \cdots & c_{2N} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ c_{1N} & \cdots & 2 b_N \end{bmatrix} \tag{21}
\]

Hence, \( A^{-1} = (I - T)^{-1} \cdot \Phi^{-1} \) and optimum price at the equilibrium is defined as:

\[
p^* = A^{-1} \cdot X = (I - T)^{-1} \cdot \Phi^{-1} \cdot X \tag{22}
\]

with

\[
X = a_i + b_i \cdot q_i - \sum_{j \neq i \neq j} Y_{ij} q_j \tag{23}
\]

\[
p^*_i = \sum_{j = 1}^{N} A_{ij}^{-1} a_i + (A_{ii}^{-1} - \sum_{j \neq i} A_{ij}^{-1} Y_{ij}) q_i + \sum_{j \neq i} (A_{ij}^{-1} \beta_j - \sum_{k \neq i} A_{ik}^{-1} Y_{ik}) q_j \tag{24}
\]

The contraction approach that proves the uniqueness of the equilibrium defines the sufficient condition as below [11]:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_i(p,q)}{\partial p_i \partial p_j} + \sum_{j \neq i} \left| \frac{\partial^2 u_i(p,q)}{\partial p_i \partial p_j} \right| < 0 \tag{25}
\]

\[
-2 b_i + \sum_{j \neq i} c_{ij} q_j < 0 \tag{26}
\]

Therefore, if the conditions are met, the equation 24 will result in the optimum prices for \( SP \).

### B. Numerical Application

The applicability of the proposed model is demonstrated through a demonstrative example where two intelligent transportation system service providers with different experienced quality levels are competing in the same market.

The perceived quality levels along with the parameters used in the calculations are given in Table 1. \( NP \) denotes the service providers, \( C \) denotes the customers.

The parameters defined in Table 1 try to model a typical customer’s sensitivity to the quality and prices of the services offered by the service providers given the quality and price of the competitors. Solving the formula given in 24, the Nash equilibrium price is \( p^* \) obtained.

**TABLE I.** The Values of the Parameters of the Demand Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( NP_1 )</th>
<th>( NP_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{NP_1 \to C_1} )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{NP_1 \to C_2} )</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{NP_2 \to C_1} )</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{NP_1 \to C_1} )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{NP_1 \to C_2} )</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{NP_2 \to C_1} )</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{NP_2 \to C_2} )</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For demonstrative purposes, the parameters used in the case study assume two customer profiles: a high profile customer ($C_1$) and a low profile customer ($C_2$). The base demand ($a$) is assumed to be the same for both customer profiles and is set at 20 for each. The base demand represents average demand of different customer profiles.

The following matrix is used to calculate the values of demand ($D$), the price ($p^*$), and the utility ($U^*$).

$$A = \begin{pmatrix} 9 & -1.5 & -1.1 & -1.6 \\ -1.5 & 9 & -1.6 & -1.1 \\ -2.2 & -1.9 & 14 & -1.5 \\ -1.9 & -2.2 & -1.5 & 14 \end{pmatrix}$$

The formula given in 24 is used to obtain the results presented in Table 2.

TABLE II. OPTIMUM RESULTS FOR PRICE, DEMAND AND UTILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP₁ → C₁</th>
<th>NP₁ → C₂</th>
<th>NP₂ → C₁</th>
<th>NP₂ → C₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p^*$</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U^*$</td>
<td>61.62</td>
<td>63.53</td>
<td>56.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of the changes in experienced quality level is shown in Table 3, where the quality level of the first service provider is increased to %100 and the quality level of the second service provider is decreased to 1%.

TABLE III. OPTIMUM RESULTS WITH THE CHANGE OF QUALITY LEVEL OF THE FIRST SERVICE PROVIDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP₁ → C₁</th>
<th>NP₁ → C₂</th>
<th>NP₂ → C₁</th>
<th>NP₂ → C₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>17.96</td>
<td>15.43</td>
<td>20.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p^*$</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U^*$</td>
<td>71.68</td>
<td>52.88</td>
<td>61.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the sensitivity for quality of the low profile customer is set as high profile customer, the following optimum results are obtained (Table 4).

TABLE IV. OPTIMUM RESULTS AFTER VARIATION OF THE SENSITIVITY FOR QUALITY OF THE LOW PROFILE CUSTOMER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP₁ → C₁</th>
<th>NP₁ → C₂</th>
<th>NP₂ → C₁</th>
<th>NP₂ → C₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>16.83</td>
<td>17.08</td>
<td>20.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p^*$</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U^*$</td>
<td>62.94</td>
<td>64.85</td>
<td>61.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the results presented in tables are analyzed, several conclusion could be drawn. For example, Table 3 reveals that demand of high profile customers to the first service provider has increased and the demand of the same customer to the second service provider has decreased, when the quality level of the first provider is increased and the second provider is decreased. Moreover, the price of the first service provider is increased for all customer profiles. Hence, the first service provider with its increased experienced quality level is able to increase its total utility, whereas the second service provider with its decreased utility potentially also lost revenue.

The effect of sensitivity levels of customer profiles is explored in Table 4 and Table 5. Here, the most striking finding is when a customer sacrifices his/her desire for quality, prices are falling. On the other hand, if all customers are becoming more sensitive to the quality, prices are increasing. Final finding is that the revenues of the service providers are increasing when all customers demand for a higher experienced level of quality and also accept paying more money.

V. CONCLUSION

Intelligent transportation systems with their expected benefits will shape the future traffic flow and contribute to sustainability of the communities and will be a potential life saver in cases of accident prevention. The proposed methodology in this paper aims to approach the intelligent transportation system from the service providers’ perspective. As the system requires high amount of investment, pricing mechanisms that will contribute to the utilities of service providers and also manage the quality levels experienced by the system’s customers are of great importance. Simple usage-based pricing mechanisms will be potentially infective under these circumstances. Pricing models related to time, related to demand or related to sensitivity/loyalty have the ability to respond to ever increasing awareness of customers of prices and quality levels in the marketplace.

However, setting the right price for different consumer profiles requires that the market properties are well captured. Especially, in order to know the customers, all necessary data about their buying habits, their sensitivity on certain factors and what they seek in the market should be explored.
meticulously. This process requires extensive data mining, which should produce the data needed to create efficient algorithms for pricing and setting the correct levels of quality.

Future work could explore more realistic scenarios where prices of services are accepted with different possibility levels by different customer profiles, which should reveal the dynamic structure of pricing mechanism better.
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